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CHAPTER 7

UBUD SINCE 19OO

The purpose of this venture into history was to provide insights into the

spatial form of contemporary ritual networks around Ubud. The attentive reader will

by now have discerned that I have thus far failed to deliver on this promise,

providing instead a seemingly endless succession of (mostly royal) personages and

theh exploits. Apart from their modest contribution to South Balinese

historiography, these provide at best some historical background to the political and

niskala landscapes of the area. It is timely therefore to review our progress and to

reflect again upon our understanding of historical process and its relationship with

the spatial forms of cultural knowledge and practice.

Negara Ubud?

My account thus far is, I suspect, an example of the kind of historical writing

which C.Geertz (1980a:5-6) deplores as misuse of the materials available.

Not only are the data scafiered, equivocal... but the mode of interpreting them... has
been... sociologically unrealistic in the extreme. (C.Geertz 1980a:5)

Geefiz argues instead for the construction from such materials, in

combination with comparative and contemporary ethnographic ones, of a more

generalised "model of socio-cultural process...conceptually precise and empirically

based, which can then be used to interpret the inevitably scattered and ambiguous

fragments from the archaeological past" (1980a:6). IJis Negara is explicitly offeled

as just such a model (1980a:7) of which the central premise is the reversal of the

taken-for-granted relationship between (material) power and its (cultural) diqplay: in
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HISTORY II - SINCE 19OO

Bali, he argues, diqplay was the purpose of power rather than its proof

(1980a: l3)t2.

While my purposes are different from Geertz's and my material is (like his

own) hardly "archaeological" I did initially, following his advice, attempt to use his

model to interpret my "scattered and ambiguous fragments" about nineteenth-century

Ubud. This proved to be a frustrating but ultimately illuminating exercise. With

regard to the relative roles of power and display in Llbud's rise to gleatness, the

evidence consists almost entirely of accounts of political intrigue and military

strategy. Of ritual theatre there is (to my knowledge) not a single word.

Are we to conclude from this, like Fredrik Barth, that "We need not follow

Geertz in his particular mode of representation, which largely depoliticises the

political institution of the negara while at the same time making it hegemonic...

"(1993:222); like Schulte-Nordholt that in picturing the Balinese king as an icon

"G@rtz... underestimates the part played by central leaders, which was necessarily

a very active one" (1996:6); like William Roseberry that "culture as a text is

removed from the historical process that shapes it and that it in turn shapes"

Q99a:28); like Carol Warren that "...the theatre state becomes a near-totalising

metaphor, reducing other cultural statements to peripheral counterpoint" (1993:80)

and his "interpretations underemphasise the political dimension of the Balinese

state..."(1993:90); like Unni Wikan that "... the theatrical model in which much

recent anthropological discourse casts Balinese is fundamentally misleading..."

(1990:xix-xx, see also 1990:18,19) or, like Margaret Wiener, that "Geertz's

conclusion... is itself an artifact of an analytical position that does not take

indigenous discourses seriously into account" (1995:10). Or is it simply that "the

debate between Genrtz and his critics on the accuracy of his perceptions is a never-

ending one" (Watson 1992:134)?

Geertz's argunent is obviously more complex than this and the
interested reader is directed to the book, especially its first and last
chapters. lly purpose here is not a critique of Geertz, of which there is
already no short,age (eg. Austin-Broos L987, Pecora L989) but to use his work
as a tool of reflection upon the history of Ubud and problems of its
interpretation.
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There is substance in all of these criticisms but Wiener's points to one

important source of the apparent contradiction between Geertz's generalised model

and my specific reconstruction: the sources used. In Geertz's case these are his own

ethnography and other foreign historical sources, while mine are indigenous

chronicles interpreted in the light of both contemporary oral and academic accounts.

Geertz's sources are re,plete with wide-eyed accounts of royal cremations while mine

virtnally ignore such matters in favour of recitations of the specifics of Baltnese real'

politik.

The substance of these accounts may be presumed to in some way reflect the

pre-occupations of their narrators but the angle of this reflection is not clear. I

would suggest that what is emphasised in these accounts is not necessarily that which

is most objectively "important" but that which is most striking to the narrator and

that what is least stressed is precisely that which the narrator takes for granted.

Thus to foreign observers of the nineteenth century that which is most worthy of

note, as for contemporary visitors including anthropologists (and indeed GeertE

himself), is that which is most dffierent, namely the ritual diqplay, or better still

reversed, namely its apparent position in the mechanics (or poetics, 1980a:123) ot

statecraft. To the Balinese chroniclers, ritual display is no cause for special note;

it is part of the taken-for-granted paraphernalia of politics while that which calls for

attention is the minutiae of Machiavellian machination.

The other main source of contradiction is that while Geertz's book is

ostensibly about history, his method of approaching history is via an abstract and

essentially static model not of "socio-cultural process" but of socio-cultural form: of

what the form of a certain generalised historical institution may have been like. My

account of an actual empirical negara on the other hand is composed entirely of

process and what emerges from this process is not abstract cultural form but a

complex dynamics of political, military and magical power. This difference may

reflect to a degree, once again the sources used: Geertz's being ethnographic

snapshots at various points in history while mine are cast in narrative form. But I

think it also reflects differences of approach to the relationship between culture and
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history. For Geertz history s@ms to consist of socio-cultural forms considered

retrospectively over time. The evidence from Ubud leads me to see history as a

process in which forces and factors which might be designated political, economic,

cultural and social combine in complex and ever-changing ways. What Geertz (and

Sahlins) call political, economic, cultural or social forms or structures are what

results from abstraction out of this process at any moment of what then appears as

a static formal strucfure2.

Does this mean that Geertz is wrong about Ubud and perhaps more generally?

I think it does but not all wrong and not only wrong (and I will present evidence

later which suggests a subsequent degree of accuracy in ironically unintended ways).

It is a staple of anthrcpological wisdom that even as we strive to understand other

points of view, as outsiders we have privileged access to a view of those things least

visible to locals precisely because of their familiarity. It may be that, deqpite my

own evidence to the contrary, Geertz's (ironically in view of his avowed aim to

represent the "native's point of view") outsider-based interpretation of nineteenth

century Bati highlights the very things whose importance is least apparent to local

chroniclers.

Does it mean then that we have two incompatible models "talking past each

other" between which we have to choose or interpolate a mid-point of compromise?

Once again not quite: if we shift our attention from the contradiction raised by the

provocative reductionism of Geertz's main argument to the considerably "thicker

description' in the body of his text, the contradictions are less apparent and common

ground appears.

Geertz's approach to history seems in this respect to have some
kinship with the notion of history aE transformations of cultural structure
championed by Sahlins and his followers (as exemplified in the essays
collected by Biersack 1991). Despite signnificant differencec in the way in
which they understand rrculturetr, both seem to me to reduce process through
time to (the succession of) more or less static cultural trformsil. William
Roseberry makes what I think are similar observations in different words and
contrasts the Geertz/Sahlins approach to 'thistory as cultural difference'r rdith
an approach, derived from Eric Wolf, to anthropologq'r/hist,ory as "materialsocial process'r (L994:L2) .
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The element of the "theatr€ state" most readily recognisable in the evidence

of nineteenth-century tlbud is the extraordinary concentration of power and prestige

in theperson of the king (1980a:128-131). What is concentrated here is not only

politico/military power and wealth but also a quality by which kingship is defined

and understood in Bali: an elusive combination of charisma and power, sexiness and

spiritual refinement, commonly referred to as l<csalcian I describe it as a quality

but it is equally a quantity, something which ebbs and flows, wilres and wanes. It

is perhaps best understood less as a thing or substance but as a relationship between

a person, (or group) and supernatural sources of worldly influence. While

spirituaUsupernatural (nisl<nln) in origin it manifests in such material (selala) rf

abstract forms as wealth, sexual prowess and political or military power and in

concrete objects such as weapons and masks

It is this relationship, apparent in Geertz's *thick descriptionu but obscured

in his abstract conclusions, which links the evidence contained in the sagas of the

Sukawatis with the forms of royal ritual emphasised in foreign accounts. It also

links the Ubud evidence with more recent accounts of other Balinese kingdoms

(Schulte-Nordholt 1996, Wiener 1995) in which the kcsqkian of their nrlers form

the links between nisl<ata and selcaln politics, between the indigenous cultural forms

associated with kingship and western analyses of material power. Further afield it

allows us to locate pre-colonial Balinese politics in yet wider contexts.

Benedict Anderson (1990) places "pnwer" llcesaldian at the centre of his

analysis of Indonesian politics of the post-Independence period, providing in the

process the richest analysis of the concept. Shelley Elrrington's analysis of the

traditional polities of South Sulewesi centres upon ritual regalia much of the

importance of which (although her argument expresses it differently) lies, as in Bali,

in their role as receptacles of l<esalaian (1983:195-6). Her argument also associates

the concept of l<z.saloian with the formation of entourages, the primary social

groupings of which political followings are built throughout Southeast Asia. Gullick

(1958) and Milner (1982) both develop more generalised models of traditiond

Southeast Asian polity around the sociological understanding of enlourage formation
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in contrast to the basis of Geertz's model on the cultural concept of status displaf .

The term used by Milner to refer to these polities, lcerajaan, focuses on the

relationship between king and people (1982:9). It is also the tifle of his book and

it is perhaps sigfficantthat l<crajaan, rather than negara, is also the term by which

Balinese (at least around Ubud) usually refer to precolonial kingdomsa.

My history of nineteenth-century Ubud, although it fails to live up to Geertz's

criteria, provides some grounds for criticism of his own evidence, his model of

nineteenth-century Bali and indeed his approach to history, most notably through

neglect of his own advice as to "the need for theory to stay rather closer to the

ground than... in sciences more able to give themselves over to imaginative

abstraction" (1973:24). The focus of critical reflection here is not however Geertz's

general model but my own qpecific history which as we have seen is to a degree

determined by the sources available. Both history and sources however are about

to change.

1900 - The turning point

The year 1900 is an appropriate point at which to divide this history of Ubud

for reasons which transcend mere numerio-calendrical convenience. The turn of the

century coincides, within a few weeks, with the annexation of the kingdom of

Gianyar into the colonial empire of the Netherlands East Indies. From a local point

of view the foundation of the political power which Ubud had gained so rapidly

For a wonderfully evocative account of the flavour of Southeast Asian
political followingEi Eee ilosef Conrad's Karain: a memoir (L992) in which he
illuminates both the magical and material dimensions by which they are
constructed. My discussion here has paid scErnt at,tention to the latter,
especially the roles of oratory and patronage of which the best discussion in
relation to Bali is Hobart (1975) .

Balinese, at least around Ubud, rarely use the term negara at all,
except as a place name and in its modern Indonesian usage to refer to the
contemporary state. It was first brought into widespread usage in Bati by the
Dutch in one of t,heir periodic administrative restructurings, ag a name for
what were previousJ-y kingdoms, and were subsequently known as regencies
(Hobart et al L996:209).
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shifted abruptly from the local, intelligible but inherently temporary magico-military

prowess of Ck. Sukawati to the more mysterious power of the Dutch, diffi'rse and

invisible but apparently enduring. More importantly, from the point of view of the

telling of this tale, it marks a change in form as well as the content of the narrative

materials from which our account is constntcted.

The previous chapter reads as a linear chronicle in which nothing changes

except for routine rotations of cast and scenery. What remains is the land, the royal

lineages and the magical power which links them and determines the destinies of

individual actors. The sources emphasise tragic satria heroism, but one reads

between the lines a melancholy but familiar tale of fraternal malice, deception and

sheer bumbling incompetence of its aristocratic protagonists and it is not hard to

imagine the interminable disruption of normal life and no doubt loss and suffering

on the part of the ordinary people of dozens of villages over a period of some forty

years. This form reflects the sources available: contemporary oral history and

versions of contemporaneous chronicles both of which in turn reflect Balinese

understandings of history discussed previously (Ch.6).

History and Space

In the early weeks of 1900, Controleur Schwartz made his report on

conditions in Gianyar and for the first time we have some sense of the economic and

administrative geography of the realm (Schwartz 1906). In 1902 van Kol made his

tour of inspection and his account provides us with a feeling for Ck. Sukawati the

person and the workings of tns puri (van Kol 1913:347-351). From this point on we

have no more systematic indigenous chronicles but a series of fragmentary facts and

images from a diverse array of sources, colonial reports and academic treatises,

foreign visitors and expatriates and local oral history. Such sources make for a

different kind of historical knowledge, less annalistic but more susceptible to

alternatives of interpretation. While these sources are not without mystifications of
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their own, the role of magic and supernatural powers fade from view in these

sources and that of political, economic and cultural connections with wider spheres

of influence become increasingly apparent. In other words our emphasis on temporal

process within a limited area needs once again to take into account spatial

relationships beyond this area.

Jean and John Comaroff, in a carefully reasoned discussion of the relationship

between history and anthropology (1992:96-7), argue that all societies are (and

always have been) "caught up in processes of articulation" with larger social,

economic and political environments and that the various levels of these (regional

chiefdoms, colonial empires, nation-states, the world economy) give rise to

"temporal axes" of shorter and longer duration. Implicit in their argument are two

important points: firstly that the duration of processes in time are related (not

necessarily directly) to the scale of connections in space. Secondly, these latter are

not usefully reducible to the global and the local: there are multiple levels of

temporal process corresponding to different levels of spatial connection. The

Comaroffs argue for an historical anthropology which takes into account all the

elements in this "equation" (98). Although methodologically they emphasise the

dualities locaUglobal and short/long run, the application of their equation to a

specific context in Southern Africa involves complex interactions of multiple levels

of both spatial and temporal units of analysiss.

I would suggest that the 'equation' is in fact more complex than the

ComarofPs allow: the spatial zones and temporal processes of varying term which

become apparent depend, at least in Ubud, upon the activities to which we pay

Similar points have been made before by Roseberry (L994:L52) and in
several of the eEsays in Biersack (1991) . Insufficiently reflective
anthropologists are nots however the only ones who fail to adequately analyse
the complexity of the relationships involved.

Linneken (1991) argares that indigenouEr Hawaiian theory on the matter
reproduces the local/global dichotomy e:<pressed as inside/outside and
referring to the opposicions of local/foreign, rural/urban. Balinese equation
of jero/jaba and bali/jawa, as well as frequent public Etatements throughout,
Indonesia opposing local tso "foreigrr" products, practices or ideas involve a
similar reductionism. The discourse of recent political responses in New
Zealand and Aust,ralia to Southeast Asian immigration suggest a wideepread
currency of conceptual reduction of processes involving changes of social
space.
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attention. These may in turn be determined by the dominant mode of action at the

time or the information available. When there is ritual, or when I look at the ritual

dimension of things, certain kinds of spatial order become apparent. Conversely our

consideration of historical process so far emphasises the play of political and

economic factors underlying such spatial form6. Likewise when the information

available consists of dynastic chronicles the patterns apparent are different from those

emerging from the reports of colonial boolkeepers. There would appear therefore,

to be three rather than two dimensions across which both empirical variation and our

perception of it occurs: spatial (zones), temporal @rocesses) and modes (of

action/perception). To keep track of these, and more importantly the relationships

between them, we need to be able to change our "gears" of percqltion within and

between all thrce.

I began with the economic forms of tourism, contemporary and local. To

transcend the obvious limitations of these I looked to wider economic links and to

ritual. Both of these led to reconce,ptualisation of Ubud in terms of wider qpatial

networks. These spatial networks were intelligible in terms of historical prc,cesses

of varying duration. In the case of the ritual network, the turn to history begins to

reveal the political dimension of something which presents itself in the form of ritual

practice.

We now move on to another phase of history in which empirical rcality

involves a complex series of relationships between temporal processes and spatial

zones. The manner in which this history is presented to us is heterogeneous,

contradictory and incomplete. Without unnecessarily labouring my model derived

from the Comaroffs, the structure of this chapter reflects an awareness of changes

in the "equation" suggested by their work. Consequently it takes the form neither

of an endless annal of the kind lamented by Genfiz, nor of the cultural history

r@ommended by him but of a roughly chronological series of portraits taken from

I emphasise here that by ritual (or
both a mode of Balinese action and an analytic
observations of Balinese activities.

economics or politics) I mean
category by which I order my
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different angles: some static, some recording change, some highly localised, some

emphasising wider spheres of intercourse.

Libud 1900: Colonial Impressions.

On 8 March 1900, Ubud became an administrative district (and sub-district)

of the Imdsclwnp of Gianyar, itself a peripheral pocket of the vast colonial empire

of the Dutch East Indies. The constant wars were replaced with the Par

Neerl.andica, an enforced peace which Ubud entered with vast holdings of land and

an administrative authority certified and protected by Dutch law. It is not easy to

get a clear picture of Ubud at this time. Neittrcr the Dutch nor other foreigners were

permanently established there and there were none of the conventional reasons, such

as wars, to inspire local chronicles. Likewise the generation who would remember

this period are gone, most of their stories never recorded. There are however

several fragmentary sources from which we can glean some idea of Ubud at this

time.

After the agreement was signed between the last king of Gianyar and

Liefrinck representing the Dutch Government, Controleur Schwartz remained in

Gianyar for a couple of months to observe the situation. He apparently spoke

Balinese and was a diligent researcher and recorder. His report (see Ch.6) consists

of maps, a brief written account of boundaries, the adminisffative and legal systems,

revenues, taxation and a list of districts, subdistricts and villages. This selection of

information provides some insight into the pre-occupations and priorities of the

colonial govemment of the day and indeed it is unclear whether one is reading an

account of the existing system or the first imagined step of transformation into a new

rationalised administration. Whichever way one chooses to read it, it does however

provide some idea of (Dutch perceptions of) the kingdom they were taking over.

While the boundaries of the landsclnap were still not entirely clear, the

relative sizes of the districtslpungawaan were and these very clearly reflected the
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potitics of the 1890s. Schwartz's larger scale map contains a (slightty wistful?) note

to the effect that Payangan and Tampaksiring are now sub-districts of Klungkung.

By far the largest district is that of "Oeboed", consisting of its own original core,

the western borderland, expanded all the way downhill to Negara, plus a substantial

uphill finger almost to Taro, the whole coastal area of Batubulan and Ketewel and

the former territories of its post-Negara conquests of Pejeng and Angantaka.

Sukawati and Peliatan are relativety small and Tegallalang and Blahbatuh relatively

large reflerting the power of their respective rulers during the 1890's. Even

(Districq Gianyar itself is reduced to a central core which escaped the ravages of

Bangli and Klungkung.

A younger son, Ck. Gede Agung Sukawati, who ultimately replaced his

father as the head of Puri Ubud, was born, along with a twin sister, in 1910 and his

memoirs, dictated some 60 years later offer tantalising glimpses into the years before

the first foreign residents came to LJbud. His early years were spent in his father's

$e,at puri overlooking Campuan and his impression of life there confirms that of van

Kol:

The walls were of gold leaf...he (Ck. Sukawati) had many rice-fields, dry fields,

coconut and coffee plantations. I-ater the Dutch Governmont gave him money also, a

very high wage of 2,2OO t'nggit a month...Father bought gold, diamonds, silver etc

...for the handles of kns ... So we were very rich and moro so because the cost of
living was very lown (Hilbery 1979:l-3).

What then was the source of all this wealth, and what was the relationship

between this extravagant lifestyle and the economic life of the other 99% of the

population?
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Libud 1900: a pre-Colonial F,conomy.

There is virtually no reliable inforrration on the economy of LJbud pre-1900

and little thereafter until the 1960s7. What we do have, as well as the accounts cited

above, is on the one hand several variations upon a generalised model of the

economies of pre-colonial Balinese kingdoms (e.g. G.Agung t99l:1-11, Geertz

1980a:68-97, Hanna L976, Hobart et al 1996: t647 , Schulte-Nordholt 1996) and on

the other a body of what might be described as "thick anecdoteuE from ubud and

surrounding villages, at best second-hand, but surprisingly consistent in its overall

pattern. In this section I attempt to synthesise from these heterogeneous materials,

a model of the economy of Ubud at the time of Schwartz' and van Kol's visits, the

moment when its fully-developed pre-colonial economic base is still largely intact but

before Dutch modifications have taken effect.

One of the primary sources of the generalised model of pre-colonial

economies happens to be the primary source on Ubud also - Controleur Schwartz'

report on conditions in Gianyar in 1900. Having developed an efficient system of

self-financing their northern colony of Buleleng (Hanna 1976:64-66), the Dutch

observed existing arrangements in their new territory carefully with a view to

appropriating such elements of the existing system as might be adaptabls 1e similar

ends in Gianyar. Schwartz (1906:175-8) took special note of the two most lucrative

taxes: soewinik (rice harvest tax) and customs duties (tolrechten). The nature of

soaninih (as it is more commonly spelt), has been the subject of some debate

(Lansing 1991:31, Schulte-Nordholt l99l:158) but Schwartz understood it in Gianyar

I have not yet had the opportunity to conduct research in Dutch
archives but I Lrave had access tso a number of Dutch sources including
fragments of archival material. On Lhe basis of this material I am not
optimistic about finding a great deal of specific relevance to Ubud in the
archives. What statistical information there is appears to be organised
largely at the leveI of the regency (Gianyar) rather than the district (Ubud)
and does not appear to include the kind of micro-economic data required here.

I am grateful to Sean Foley for ttris felicitous phrase suggestive of
Ehe way in which consensual anecdotal evidence when heard sufficiently often
from a sufficiently wide range of sources, r-eaches a kind of threshold of
credibility ats which it demands to be taken more seriousl-y than isolated
scraps of gossip.
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in 1900 to be based upon a rate of 4% of yield which was not measured but

calculated via a complex formula relating planted area, seed and water requirements.

There were certain exemptions from soewinih: new fields for the first three harvests,

the fields of "poenggawas, mantjas and their families, pedandas and furthermore all

Brahmanas, pemangkoes and servants of the Stedehouderu and certain others

(schwarrz 19o6:176).

Gianyar had relatively little coastline and no sheltercd or deepwater harbours.

According to Schwartz (1906) there were however small ports at l€bih, Ketewel,

and Gumicik. Here hartour fees were levied on vessels using the harbour, duties

and excises upon the goods loaded and unloaded and monopolies upon certain goods

(notably opium) administercd. The management of this system of revenues was,

unlike the collection of taxes on land, agricultural prcduction and local trade, not

conducted by court officials but was contracted out to qpecialists in international

trade known as subandnf . In 1900 the subandar of Ketewel and Irbih was a

Chinese by the na,me of Tan Kam Siong who paid for this privilege an annual fee of

4000 florins. He allowed no exemptions from duty but Schwartz does not mention

the proportion he retained. Import duty was levied at a general rate of 2% of the

value of goods. For certain commonly imported goods there were qpecial formulae

including: 200 l<cpeng per month for gambier, 200 per chest of "petroleum" , 200 per

pikul of ironwork, 200 per pihrl of dried, processed fish, 500 per ball of opium and

2000 per chest of manufactured goods (1906:177)ro.

The main export items were agricultural produce, hides and live pigs with

rates of 100 l<cpeng per pikul of rice, 200 for tobacco, 200 for hides, 200 for copxa

and 100 to 200 per pig, presumably according to size. Coffee attracted duty of 400

The term subandar ie a Local version of t,he lvlalay syahbandar, often
misleadingly translat,ed as ttharbourmastertt. The root bandar meerns harbour,
but it also has meanings of rrlratercourgetr and ilt,raderil or rrmanager (of a
branch esEablishment) ". Even without Ehe prefix (from the Persian slrah,
meaning ruler) these suggest a role in the management of a flow of some kind.

r0. Petroleum probably referred t,o kerosene or paraffin for lighting
purposes. A picoel (D) , pikul (I) ie a measure of weight equivalent to about
52 kg.
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Iccpeng per pihtl at Ipbih and 2.5 florins at Ketewel while all other unlisted exports

attracted a flat rate of 2Vo of their assessed value. After the subandnr took his sharc

the revenues from I€bih went straight to the king in Gianyar. At Ketewel, now

controlled by Ubud, it was shared with Ck. Gede Sukawati. The king obtained

further revenues from various fees and fines as well as harvest shares fi'om his

tenants (1906:178). The raja of Gianyar, like his brother kings elsewhere,

supplemented such revenues by rounding up and exporting unwanted subjects as

slaves via outlets in Buleleng and Badung. The currency of this trade ranged from

damaged and second-hand goods to the ever-viable opium (1906:169)tt.

In addition to these revenues in cash and kind, the Dutch were interested in

the corvee labour (persoonlijlce diensten) obligations of the populace which included

services to lord, community and subak. The first of these, ayahan. dalem, refers to

the obligation to provide certain labour services to a lord in exchange for use-rights

to land known Ls pecatu (see Ch. 6). The second, ayalwn desa, refers to the

obligation of members of a desa to contribute materials and participate in the

maintenance of public facilities such as temples, roads, bridges and bathing places.

Civic leaders and functionaries such as priests were exempted from this service. The

third category, ayalnn subak, refers to the obligations entailed by the use of

ricefields, to contribute to the maintenance of the collective irrigation facilities.

Schwartz notes that in Ubud, Peliatan and Tegallalang, the aristocracy (triwangsa)

were exempted from this requirement (1906:179-L8l)12.

This list, it should be remembered, was compiled by a Dutch civil servant

who, although reputedly having a genuine interest in matters Balinese and unusually

rr. lt is interest,ing to note, as in the trans-Pacific trade referred to
by Sahlins (19941, the prominence in t,rans-loca1 trade of substances of
addiction, both soft and hard-

t2. It is unclear what the significance of thie obeervation is because
it rrras not generalJ.y considered appropriate for triwartgsa to undertake
agricultural labour. The fact that Schwartz thought iE worthy of note however
suggests that if this was used as the basis of some kind of generalised
exemption in the Dutch taxation system, it may be in some way rel-ated to the
apparent willingness of Ubud small-farmers to turn their land over to the puri
in times of excessive t,axation (see below) .
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fluent in the language, was concerned prirnarily to assemble information upon which

a system of colonial taxation could be based. He was based in Gianyar at the purt

of the new Stedehord.er andmuch of his information would have come direcfly from

this source and may be presumed therefore to re,present a Gianyar-centric and puri-

centric version of the systemr3. Actual practices throughout the kingdom were

probably less systematic than this and subject to considerable local variation

especially in the more autonomous western pungg,awun.

The oral evidence discussed in Chapter 6 suggests that this was the case with

land-tenure in Ubud. The majority of land was "owned" by the puri and people in

outlying areas wer€ in effect tenants upon this land, surrendering a sharc of their

harvests to the purt. T\e pui thus became a granary for the core community of

Ubud many of whom had tittle need or desire to farm for a living. The people,

known as parelun, provided the primary ritual and military labour force of the purt

and their descendants continue to provide ritual labour.

The puri also had an in-house intellectual elite of priests, artists and advisors

on legal, military and financial matters. These people were in many cases refugees

from other kingdoms attracted by the reputation of Ck. Gede Sukawati who offered

them refuge, employment and land. There are today a number of aristocratic

households clustered around the puri who are descendants of these people and who

still retain close links with the purt. One of these is the house known as Puri

Lempad, named after the great artist Gusti Nyoman lrmpad. He arrived in the late

nineteenth century as a child with his father, also an artist who had fled from Bedulu

after a dispute with the king of Blahbatuh over intellectual property rights to his

work. He and subsequently his son were employed building and renovating puri fot

13. This account concurs broadly with others based upon materiale from
Tabanan (C-Geertz 1980a:67-8, fZg-gO) and compilations flom ottrer areas
(Sidemen 1986:63-4). ILreee secondary Eources t,end to (re)quote the Eame

primary Dutch Bources but interpret them slightly differently.' Geertz referg
-(rgeO"ifes) to the confusion iriherent in any atiempt to providi' _a systematic
accounc of pre-colonial taxation and suggests (1980a:L77,2551 that its

"lp"i.tt 
tixlity represent6 a kind of retrospective reconstruction from

s-rbseqrr.rtt putdfr 
"y-st".s of the rrsystemsrr upon which they were supposedly

based.
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Ck. Sukawati. kmpad however refused the usual offer of rice from the puri, asking

instead for fields on which he could grow his own rice. This request was granted

but the land became the source of a series of celebrated disputes with the puri

(Vickers t989:L42).

In addition to this primary economic base of agricultural zurplus Ck.

Sukawati also collected a cash income from the customs house @abean) at Ketewel

as well as from the other sources listed in the previous chapter. Such then was the

fonn of the flbud economy which the Dutch took over in 1900. By the time of

Ck.Agung Sukawati's first memories, a decade or so later, his father had presumably

lost some privileges but was receiving a handsome salary in Durch florins as well as

tax-free incomes from his lands.

19Ul-1920 - The half-Balinese era.

Although tlbud entered the twentieth century and the colonial period as one

of the wealthiest and most influential puri tn South Bali and by the 1930s had

achieved something approaching international celebrity status, the intervening

decades remain remarkably obscure, illumined only by the fragmentary references

of Dutch visitors, Ck. Agung's idiosyncratic memoirs and the second-hand

reminiscences of people now old but not old enough to remember these yearsra.

My account gleans what it can from these sources and fills in the gaps with

interpolation from more general accounts based mostly on information from other

parts of the island.

14. There was no direct Dutch presence in lJlcud and indications to date
suggest few if any direct archival reports from there. _ Des_pite the large
number of foreigners living in Ubud over the subsequent decades none that I
am aware of seem to have recorded the reminiscences of the older generation,
with the exception of Hilbery's (L9791 record of Ck. Agung's memoirs and
fragmentss in the Belo and Mead collections at the U.S. Library of Congress.
I am grateful to .fohn Darling and Adrian Vickers for copies of excerpts from
these.
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When the Dutch took possession of Gianyar in 1900 they did so initially in

name only, leavin g the raja and the existing administrative system in place, a "half-

Balinese era" ( "janwn setengah Bali" Warren 1993:305) between the kingdoms of

the nineteenth century and the complete colonial domination of the south after 1908.

The main component of this administrative system in LJbud was Ck. Gede Sukawati

himself, pwtggawa of the district who, in addition to his new salary as a colonial

administrator, retained his vast tandholdings and political authority without the need

for constant military campaigns to maintain them. Our frst glimpse of colonial

IIbud is in fact of him in what might be described as semi-retirement enjoying the

fruits of his precolonial labours.

ln 1902, H.H. van Kol, a Dutch parliamentarian of liberal views and

diligence beyond the call of duty, made a private tour of inqpection of the colonies

in the course of which he spent the night of 7 June at Ubud in the puri of Ck.

Sukawati above Campuan. Van Kol had met Ck. Sukawati some twenty years

previously when he worked in the colony and was stnrck by several changes in the

intervening years. The king's wives had decreased in number from 130 to 60, but

his fingernails and wealth had both grown, the latter to the point where he could be

described as the "wealthiest king in Bali." Indeed there seemed no limit to his

earthly wealth. He had just built a most expensive new family temple, the ln's in

his collection were the most valuable, the costumes of his dancers the most beautiful,

as was his own clothing and his horses were of the finest brceding. When he

gambled no-one could place bets to equal his kerosene tins full of ringgit (a Dutch

coin worth 2.5 guilder) and he could lose thousands of ringgit in a day without

showing any concern.

At sunset he showed van Kol around his temple, with its countless statues and

gold-leaf and presented him with a painting of a war scene from the Ramayana and

explained the parallels between that war and the recent wars in Bali. While the guest

quarters were somewhat less commodious than van Kol would have preferred, the

food more than compensated with many varieties of meat washed down with copious

quantities of gin and rum. After-dinner conversation turned on matters of politics
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and economy, with the raja interested to know what had become of his old friends

in the Dutch administration and the level of current civil service salaries.

He expressed grievance also that the Dutch had seen fit to hand over his post-

Mengwi tenitory uphill of Carangsari to Buleleng despite Liefrinck's assurance to

the contrary but enquired as to the possibility that Liefrinck's successor might see

fit to pay compensation for his loss, citing precedents for such payment from other

parts of the Indies. Also present during this conversation were his son @resumably

Ck.Raka) who was currently doing very well at the Dutch school in Probolinggo

(East Java) and hrs jalcsa (public prosecutor), fonnerly from Mengwi who also had

a son at school in Probolinggo with a view to continuing in the service of Puri Ubud.

(van Kol 1914:346-8)t5.

This latter son did indeed grow up to became a sednhan and scribe of the

part, keeping extensive notes and journals of everything that went on in Llbud.

When he retired these were stored, as such things tend to be in Bali, in one of the

thatched roofs of his substantial house. According to his own son, now an old man

and also something of an intellectual and mentor to many a foreign researcher, when

he returned to Ubud in the 1970s to look after the house after many years in business

elsewhere in Indonesia, the roof had been leaking and all the papers were destroyed

and with them the only local documentary record of which I am aware, of Ubud

during the colonial periodtu.

While Ck. Sukawati attempted to diversify his economic pordolio in

accordance with the changing times by investing in the development of the new retail

This account, was published in 19L4, following a further visic in
1-911. The meeting referred to appears tso have been during the L9O2 trip
although the age of the boys mentioned in the lat,ter paragraph Euggests 1911.
The jaksa referred to is not, the original- Brahmana who became a pedanda but
appears to be Anak Agrung Oka Krebek whose portfolio, according to his grandson
included this along with several other funct.ions.

I have no reason to disbelieve this story as the man involved is
himself something of a scholar who would no doubt have been interested in the
contents of his father's archive. He would however also be well aware of the
political implications of some of the records which may also have pertained
to aspects of his own family's slightly anomalous staLus in t'bud. Ttre total
destrucEion of the papers ensured that even the barest fact,s of history would
remain forever contest,able.
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t'l. I could find amongst contenporary membere of his own family and the
general public of Ubud, only one person with f_ond memories of Ck- Raka: a
iormer imployee, a parekan'of e{emptary loyalEy but diminished critical
facutties. itre turbirlent carriage o1 nis corpse, borne reluctantly by the
Iocal community to its place of ciemation bear witness to this reputation. He

is remembered on a llrger Btage primarily as a political opportunist,
colLaborator with che putlh and instigator of repressive violence against his
ovrn people (Robinson L992:407-L0) .
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sector in Denpasar (Hilbery 1979:10), the restriction of the political and economic

rights of former rulers which began after the complete colonisation in 1908, a new

system of land taxation in 1913, a severe earthquake n l9l7 and the influenza

epidemic of 1918 made inroads into this prosperity.

The death of Ck. Sukawati in l9l9 marked the end of an extraordinary era

during which Llbud moved from a local world dominated by seasonal rhythms and

the ebb and flow of kingdoms a few square kilometres in size, becoming for its

moment one of such kingdoms, to absorption into a vast colonial empirE which

brought it ultimately into contact with even wider zones of influence and processes

of change. Ck.Sukawati, cunrent fashion in ethnohistory notwithstanding, appears

to have been the dominant figure in this process, developing a style of government

based upon the globally time-honoured pattern of politico-military alliance followed

by politico-economic alliance combined with a locally-defined charisma, rather than

upon the ritual display emphasised by C.Geertz (1980a, see Ch.6). This was yet to

come.

The leadership of the puri fell to Ck. Sukawati's eldest son, Ck. Raka

(Sukawati), who had been educated in Dutch schools, groomed for the upper

echelons of the native civil service and ultimately became closer to the Dutch than

his own family let alone the common people of lJbud (Ililbery 1979:7)17. His

education and contacts enabled him to engineer a subdivision of his father's prcperty

favourable to his own interests, while his more global approach to the management
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of local affairs included such cultural innovations as the import of Walter Spies from

Jogjakarta n L927 and a tour of dancers and musicians to Europe in l931tE.

Ck.Raka's ambitions were ultimately too global for him to be satisfied with the role

of local administrator/prince and after the tour he moved into national politics

leaving his cousin as the official head of the somewhat reduced administrative district

of Llbud and his younger brother, Ck. Agung in charge of the puritt.

Exposure to Colonial and World Economies.

The insecurities of the world market were...greater than those of the traditional local
market. (Scot 1977:59)

The subdivision of the inheritance left all but one of the new sub-pzn with

somewhat reduced landholdings and the colonial land taxation system introduced in

1919 rendered land less profitable than before. The former kingdom was shrinking,

sub-dividing and losing its wealth as well as its political dominance.

rn a sense he was merely continuing the tradition of his father's and
other Balinese courts in attract,ing artists from other kingdoms. It is
Clpical of Ck. Raka's vision and contacts however that he chose a foreigner
from beyond Balinese strores. The Etor^lz of WaLter Spies and has been told
often enough before (see Boon L986, Rhodius and Darling 1980, Vickers
1-989:tO5-L24 for some of the more critical versions). I will refrain from
repeating here what has become a cornerstsone in a discourse which has for over
hatf a century served Eo obscure what Balinese themselves (apart from G.N.
Lempad and Ck.Raka) have been doing in Ubud.

re. In this respect his career bears a striking resembJ-ance to that of
his maternal uncle Gusti Putu Ma1run in B1ahkiuh, also a Dutch-trained locat
aristocrat. The resemblance ends here however as Gusti Mayun chose to pursue
the loca1 rather than global potsential of this comlcination (Schulte-Nordholt
1991:141-) .
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Taxation. Monetarisation and Poverty

From 1919 onward even the smallest landowners were required to pay their

taxes in Dutch currency and it was this which forced farmers to sell a portion of

their production to (mostly Chinese) middlemen for export. The most readily

exported crops were copra, coffee, pigs, cattle and of course rice. Rice was the

main agricultural product around Ubud but it was this taxation system which played

a part in the low level of non-pui ownership of land around Ubud. It was however

this dependence on exports for cash for taxes which created the vulnerability to

world market fluctuations. Henk Schulte-Nordholt points out "the unprecedented

expansion of commerce and trade" which occurred during the colonial eftl as a result

of a number of factors including political and military security, removal of old

monopolies and restrictions, improvements to the roading system and export facilities

(1996:281-3). It was these which enabled the growth of a secondary cash-crop

sector to provide the cash for taxes.

The Great Depression of 1932 had sigfficant repercussions in Bali. Far

from being isolated from transatlantic economic cataclysms, the East Indies economy

as a whole was utterly dependent on exports of raw materials to the world market.

When prices of these materials began to decline during the latter half of the 1920s,

the losses were initially offset by increased production. The more dramatic drops

of the early 1930s however reflected real falls in demand and the export economy

virtually ground to a halt, leaving the Indies economy in crisis (O'Malley 1977:62).

In Bali the dependence was not so absolute because the rural economy was

still based upon peasant subsistence rather than export-crop plantations, as in many

other parts of the Indies. There was however already a significant degree of pre-

existing rural poverty in Bali as a result of the long-term effects on agricultural

production of the 1917 earthquake and the extraordinary high levels of taxation

levied by the colonial state @obinson 1992:96-105). The effects of the Depression

were virtual loss of these markets, mounting tax debts, and transfers of land from

smaller to larger landowners (Robinson 1992:106-108, see also Covamrbias 86-7).
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The severity of this pattern varied somewhat throughout the island with

Mengwi and Gianyar specifically mentioned as sites of extreme poverty (Robinson

1992:96-7). As IJbud is situated midway between and close to both these places it

could thus be expected to have sufferBd similarly. Neither the accounts of

expatriates, many of whom (e.g. Bateson 1972:116, McPhee 1948) were based at

least partially in Ubud, the memoirs of Ck. Agung Sukawati (Ililbery 1979), nor the

few oral accounts I have heard paint quite such a grim picture of Ubud during this

period. Even allowing for a degree of myopia on the paft of both expatriates and

the aristocracy with regard to the conditions of the ordinary people, there is some

reason to suspert that the effects may have been mitigated locally.

The unusual pattern of land tenure described in Chapter 6, with most of the

land owned by the puri by what appears to have been a degree of common consent

with the people, begins to make sense in the light of conditions during this period.

A recurrent theme in oral accounts of this pattern is the claim that people preferrcd

the puri, rather than themselves to own land and in some cases even "gave" it to the

puri benause of fear of taxation (tafut pajak). This is reinforced by the belief of

some informants that the pai were exempt from land taxes.

It is unclear when Puri Ubud began to pay taxes on their massive

landholdings. Ck. Agung's account (Ililbery 1979:19) indicates on the one hand that

Puri Ubud as a whole was, at least by 1931 not exempt from land taxation but that

some had not been paid since the introduction of the new system in 1919. On the

other it suggests that Ck. Raka may also have used his own privileged position in

relation to the Dutch to minimise his own liability for taxes. Prior to this, according

to Robinson (L992:102) 'In the early years of Dutch rule, an interim land tax had

been assessed according to a complex of existing and ill-understood regulations.' I
suspect however that these may not have come into force until after 1908 when the

whole of the south came under Dutch control. If it was applied earlier in Gianyar,

one of the 'existing regulations' understood (ill- or otherwise) by Schwartz

(1906:176) was the exemption of local officials such as punggawa from taxes. This

may have been a source of local opinions that Ck. Sukawati was granted exemption
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from land tax in exchange for his role in facilitating the passage of Gianyar into

Dutch hands.

What is certain is that land tax became, after 1922 and especially during the

1930s, a considerable burden to many people in Ubud and the resultant unwillingness

to own land is often cited as a factor in the high rate of landlessness. Any tax

exemption enjoyed by the puri a\so lends credence to the claims mentioned

previously that people voluntarily surrendered their land to the purt b avoid tax. It

seems likely therefore that what Robinson describes as a process of forced transfers

may have been perceived locally in terms of an ideology of reciprocity betweon puri

and people. In other words, while the effect of such ideology was no doubt to

obscure the material gains accruing to the puri, this knowledge should not (further)

obscure the existence of a dimension of genuine reciprocity betw*n puri andpeople.

Even today there remains a remarkable concurrence of local opinion that the

proper relationship between pui and people involves an imbalance of power and

wealth but that this imbalance is natural and is legitimated by the responsible use of

such power/wealth in the interests of the whole communitf0. It is in terms of this

understanding that I believe peopte today interpret the past actions of both pui and

people in aniving at a mutually acceptable arrangement with regard to land

ownership2l.

rhis legirimation is founded upon the ultimate dependgncg of the puri
on the consent of tne people. Such dependence ie enshrined in t'he o1d right
of subject6 to transfer their clientship from an unsatisfactory patron to
anothei (H. and C. ceertz L975:20, Hobari et al 1996:85). The term for this
practice natiTas, means disloyalty, denial or disavowal, a right protected by
customary law.

"t. My argiument here is not against the function of ideology in obscuring
relationsttips bf ineguality but against ttre unreflected use of the conceP-t il
ways which -fai1 to t-atce iito account the subtleties of local practice both
material and intellectual.
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Pun and People

Population also began to increase during this period22 and pressure for

relatively scarce agricultural land increased correspondingly. It was during this

period of economic stress that the fundamental economic contradiction between the

vast landholdings of the pui and the hardship experienced by (especially the

landless) population began to berome evident. There are however different

perspectives upon the economic relationships involved.

According to one view, Puri lJbud were generous landlords and looked after

the interests of their tenants in a variety of ways. One proponent of this view is a

former sedalnn (rent-collector) of the puri, a true parelwn of unquestioning loyalty

to his lords, who in his retirement is frequently seen making his way in traditional

dress through the tourist-thronged streets to perform his ritual duties at the puri.

According to him the harvest shares collected during this period were nominally

50Vo, calculated and submitted voluntarily and in practice often amounted to

considerably less than this. This lack of coercion he claims is the basis of the

residual respect and goodwill towards Puri Llbud throughout the region.

Another view holds that certain branches of the purt in particular were neither

generous nor scrupulous in their dealings with thetr parelan or their tenants.

According to Robinson (1988:27), using Raka's (1955) figures from the 1950s,

tenancy arrangements in Gianyar were the most re,pressive in Bali with a 50/50 qplit

(nnndu) of the harvest between tenant and landlord being the most generous system

used. Although there is some evidence that tenancy arrangements around Ubud have

improved during the working life of older farmers today, from a norm of 25% to the

tenant (merapat) to the present 50%, it is possible also that Raka's figures refer

more to east Gianyar, where much land was owned by the notoriously harsh Puri

Gianyar and that tenancy arrangements actually worsened for farmers between the

22. According to Foley (1987:65, Fig. 3.1) both the totaL population and
population density of the island as a whole increased by over 50* during the
years 1920 to L950.
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1930s and the 1950s as population and competition for agriculhrral land increased.

Other changes had occurred by this time. The Dutch had begun registering

land and the principle of private ownership was beginning to take root. I:nd also

began to have sufficient monetary value to be exchanged and mortgaged. In one

well-known case in Ubud, Walter Spies intervened to redecm ricefields belonging

to Gusti Nyoman Irmpad which had been used by a purt member as security for a

loan from a @utch) bank23. In another case in Ubud, dating back to the D'utch

period but still surrounded by secrecy, a prince of a sub-pzn persuaded a village

priest in whose name land owned by a temple (laba pur| was registered to allow

this land to be used as security to finance gambling and womanising expenses. On

this occasion the land was lost to the Dutch bank and the resultant wounds within the

community are only now beginning to heal two generations later.

With the departure of Ck.Raka the close relationship with the Dutch appears

to have declined somewhat but other members of the puri, notably Ck. Agung

continued to cultivate culturat relationships with foreign expatriates and visitors

(Ilitbery 1979:15-16). Although somewhat straitened times economically for both

the pui and people of Ubud, the 1930s were the golden age of expatriate life in and

fantasy about Ubud. Their enduring legacy is Ubud's first direct export product to

the western world, crafted and marketed by an alliangs of global glitterati and local

artists and aristocracy: an image of Bali, the locaVnaturaVculturalparadise which has

been used to such good effect by the global tourist industry ever since (Vickers

1989: 105- 1 30, 140-141).

It is ironic that this period, when so many foreigners lived in lJbud, images

of Balinese life became global commodities and the local lives of the expatriate

residents have been so meticulously documented @hodius and Darling 1980, McPhee

1947, Rhodius 196/, Vickers 1989:105-130), is the hardest in which to gain a

This case is reported by both afane Beto and Margaret ![ead in
manuscripts from the collections referred to in Footnot,e 14. More recently
the Lernpld famity 1o6t another piece of prime main road frontage real estate
allegediy gifted to Lempad in ieturn for his services but reclaimed by the
puri a generation later.
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realistic picture of the local economy. The few accounts which touch upon economic

matters at worst simply romanticise an idyllic economy of natural abundance (e.g.

Bateson 1972:116, Powell 1985, Roosevelt 1985) and are at best ambiguous.

Covamrbias, in the space of three pages tells us that "In general the Balinese have

little need of cash to procure the daily necessities of life." but ". ..sawe^s have been

pawned when there is great need of ready cash..." and indeed "...the whole

population has come to find itself in need of cash...". He finally confesses to

finding it ". .. a mystery ... how the Balinese made the money they seemed to spend

so lavishly in extravagant festivals and in expensive clothes (199a:84-86). Oral

accounts of the economy of this period revolve around three themes: firstly the

dominance of rice-cultivation as the basic livelihood of the majority, but the

existence of a surprising amount of wage-labour, mostly for expatriates; secondly the

existence of a significant cash sector in the local economy and the constant need for

cash to buy non-subsistence items and; thirdly the burden of taxation.

Politics, global, colonial and local, 1940-1960

In 1941 the great European power of the Dutch was replaced with the

temporarily greater Asian one of the Japanese who stripped the resources of the

island to support their war throughout the Asia-Pacific region. People in Ubud

remember their lives under the Japanese being reduced to bare survival, frequently

illustrating this with the image of clothing made from rice sacks @obinson

1992:I4t-157, Hilbery 1979:23-26). While from a regional poinr of view the

displacement of an European power by an Asian one had significant implications for

the nationalist movement (Vickers 1989:155), from a local (Ubud) point of view,

both were equally non-local and relationships with them tended to be mediated by

the puri. During the Dutch period it was puri membrs whom they appointed as

their local representatives and it was to the pui that people took their problems.

During the Japanese period Ck.Agung affempted to establish friendly relationships
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with Japanese officers based on his preferred formula of common artistic interests

but was sorely disappointed both by the Japanese themselves and subsequent

interpretations of his actions by his fellow Balinese (Ililbery 1979:24-29)-

After the Japanese were defeated the Dutch returned, were ultimately ousted

again by the Indonesian nationalist movement, and the theatre of political stnrggle

shifted from a global to a regional scale. Gianyar became the centre of a movement

for a new, Dutch-qponsored state of Eastern Indonesia. Ck.Raka, through his

marriage relationship with Puri Gianyar, supported this movement while the majority

of Puri Ubud supported the nationalist/Republican cause. Puri lJbud became a

centre of resistance to the Dutch-backed power of Puri Gianyar and the people of the

district divided along lines of affiliation to their reqpective aristocratic patrons, which

coincided roughly with the administrative subdistricts of the time with battles being

fought along the border at the Petanu River near Bedulu. NationalisURepublicans

from throughout the district, including members of Puri Ubud and Peliatan were

imprisoned, tortured and killed by the DutclVGianyar coalition (Hilbery 1979:32-33).

While this could be seen at one level (spatially large but temporally short) as a

struggle of Indonesian nationalism against Dutch colonialism, it took local form as

one spatially limited but going back generations between puri suppo.rted by their

followers recruited on the basis of a combination of hereditary ties and active

patronage.

The Ubud/Gianyar conflict was ultimately resolved with the establishment of

a new state of Indonesia which from a local point of view simply replaced the

previous Japanese and Dutch regimes, but economic and political instability

continued through the 1950s (Bagus 1991, Robinson 1988, Hilbery L979:2, Vickers

1989: 146-173). Once again local memories emphasise the priority of survival under

the constant threat of unpredictable political violence which also diverted the interest

and resources of the puri away from matters of adat/aganw, especially in the

further-flung reaches of their old negara.

In the early 1960s economic conditions worsened further with rodent plagues,

the eruption of Gunung Agung and subsequent crop failures and spectacular rates of
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inflation, especially of the prices of basic commodities such as ricez. Ilbud people

over about 35 years of age remember clearly as children having insufficient clothing

and food, more sweet potato than rice and at times even leaves and the fibrous trunk

of banana trees. According to local opinion lJbud was particularly hard hit and

many young men and boys took to the roads during this period picking up work and

food wherever they could find it.

During these times of economic change and hardship the lot of the common

people was obviously not easy yet the puri s@ms to have retained a position of some

economic privilege. Unlike other puri whrch turned to business (C.Geertz

1963:ch.4), govemment, academic or professional positions, the economic base of

Rtri Ubud remained their substantial estates of land. Also in contrast to other puri,

they did not during this period withdraw from their relationship of mutual obligation

to the public domain: indeed it was during this period that Ck.Agung Sukawati began

to involve himself in the restoration of temples and organising of ceremonies not

only in Ubud but all over Bali (Hilbery 1979:54-77).

Deqpite the degree of economic hardship and the existence of massive and

highly visible inequalities of wealth in Ubud during this period, relations between the

purt and the common people appear to have remained remarkably stable.

Throughout Indonesia such inequalities of landholding and exploitative nrral relations

of production more generally were the subject of considerable political attention and

provide one of the bases for the growth of a communist party (PIA) which was, by

the end of the 1950s, well-represented in parliamenfs.

u According to figrures quoted by Robinson (1993:62) in a paper analysing
Lhe economic problems of this period, the price of rice rose from Rp.27 r.Iuly
1962 Eo Rp.125 in November L964.

Communism had been a pol-it,ical force in Indonesia since the 1920s and
with independence this took the form of a political party which grew in
strength during the L950s.
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La,ndreforrn2o.

Access to agricultural land was one of the burning political issues of the years

1950 to 1965. As the sense of economic crisis grew through the early 1960s and as

inflation accelerated, land, already scarce and always an object of dispute, became

vinually the only guarantee of livelihood (Robinson 1992:493). It was in this

economic climate and a political one of finding a way for the new nation that

communism berame an increasingly attractive option to President Sukarno and to

ordinary people.

The ultimate objectives of the Indonesian Communist Party (PIq remain the

subject of (sometimes extravagant) speculation expressed privately if at all in lJbud.

The public agenda of the party however was aimed primarily at redressing the gross

inequalities, especially of access to productive land in the rural sector at a national

level by using its substantial representation in Parliament to legislate them out of

existence2T. The two main tools for this were a Bill passed in 1958 limiting the

terms of crop-sharing arrangements and another, usually translated as the Basic

Agrarian Law (LIIPA) in 1960 which revised and superseded a system of land-

tenure legislation based upon Dutch legislation of 1870 which redirccted traditional

adnt systems to colonial ends (Utrecht 1969:73). A series of subsequent minor laws

made detailed provision for the systematic registration and redistribution of

landholdings beyond maxima rdnging from five to fifteen ha. of irrigated land and

slightly larger areas of dryfield land according to local conditions (Mortimer

1972:12-15, Parlindungan 1987:l-7). In lJbud where agricultural productivity is

high by national standards, the maxima stipulated were 7 ha. of irrigated land and

t ha. of dryfields per household.

I defer here to Indonesian conventsion in spelling Tandreform as a
single word with specific and local connotatsions rather than the more general
ones implied by the English "Iand reformr'.

For a systematic account of the relaEionship between landreform and
the PKI in Bali see Robinson (L992:455-605) .
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These laws were administered by a central committee (panitia) with branches

down to lcabupaten level consisting of officials of the Department of Agraria chaired

by the district head. Implementation was carried out by an executive body (Badan

Pelaksanaan Landreform) at kabupatenlevel headed by an Agnria official but with

representatives from the police, judiciary and farmers organisations. Staff of this

body gained access to local situations through local Kecarnatan and Keluralwn

offices collecting information which was processed at higher levels and decisions

relayed back down to the local level28.

The procedure was, in theory at least, that families holding land in excess of
the stipulated maxima were required to register their entire holdings within three

months and to refrain from any further transfer of surpluses. Heads of households

were able to cliaim entitlement to land above the maxima in cases where they had

large numbers of dependents, especially ones which constituted potential households

in their own right. They were also entifled to dedicate a certain amount of land for

the upkeep of family and other temples (lnba pura) in accord with Balinese adnt

tradition. After these claims, often Byzantine in their complexity, wel€ unravelled

and assessed a ruling was passed down spectfying the amount of land to be handed

over to the government for redistribution and the compensation to be paid (in due

course). Ownership of the lands thus acquired was to be transferred in most cases

to the people who were, or had been for some years, working the land in question.

The new owners were given 15 years to pay afee (uang wajib\ intended to cover the

costs of compensation and administration until which time formal ownership of the

land was held in trust by the government. The actual implementation of the prcrcess

began in September 1962 and official expectations were that the flrst stage, which

included Bali, would be substantially carried out by 1963 (Utrecht 1969:77\. The

reality however proved to be less straightforward.

a9

a former
numerou6
Robinson

My understanding of this system comes primarily from interviewe lrith
head of Departemen Agraria in Gianyar, a former perbekef of Ubud and
conversations with farmers and other people around tlbud. See also
(L992:515) , Utrecht (L959-77).
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Considerablo difficulties were oxperienced ... and progross was very slow... Givon tho

chaotic stato of Indonesia's statistical and recording apParatus, the task of registering

land was a formidable one, ospecially since tho responsibility was entrustod to untrained

officials at lower govornmental levols. ...of greatost moment was the obstruction placod

in the way... by landlords and their protectors in official positions. Evasion...

particularly by illegal transfers of land to rolatives and dummies was widesproad'

difficult to detoct and was frequently acquiesced in by those charged with

implemontation of the reform.
...the Agrarian Ministor specified the difficulties... as follows: deficiencies in

registration of land surpluses, resulting in the hamporing of rodistribution and opening

the way for abuses and falsifications; obstruction by some groups, particularly the

landlords; problems on the land reform gemmitte€e ... and the presonce on the

committeos of people with a vested interest in the failure of tho roforn; difficultios

placed in tho way of peasant organisations playing their full role on 1f,6 s6mmifroos . ..

strong psychological pressure on the peasants by landowners to prevont them assorting

their rights; and confusion about the application of the law ... leading to prolongod

disputes... A (furthor) factor ... is that landlord rosistanco was fortifiod by the failuro

of the govornment to honour its promises . .. regarding componsation. (Mortimer 1972

18-19, see also Utrecht 1969:79)

The passage above was written a decade after the process began. A further

quarter-century later it remains substantially true and the process is still incomplete.

Landreform n lJ}rud.

. In Ubud older people remember landreform as a relatively minor part of the

chaotic events of the late 1950s and early 1960s overshadowed by the real threat of

starvation and political violence. Iaulreform is associated in their memories with

the PKI and their reluctant recollections of its violent elimination in 1965: "...

without PKI there would have been no land.reform...". Very few seem to have a

clear understanding, let alone memory of the process.

It was canied out by the Gianyar office of the (national) Department of

Agraria via the local Kantor Camat and Kantor Irrah. Few of the officials carrying

out the process are still alive, having been reasonably senior public servants over

thirty years ago and in some cases having died in the purge of PKI members in
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19652e. Most were from outside Ubud and are difficult to trace. The few I have

been able to locate tend to be vague and evasive about details of the process but give

the impression that it was canied out in an orderly fashion with the full co-operation

of the existing landowners. The official record however tells a story more in accord

with the national pattern described in the passage quoted above.

Something of the precolonial spatial order of Gianyar may still be discerned

in the forbidding brick walls of the puri (see Helms 1882 for a description during

the 1840s), the public square with its huge droopng beringin tree in whose

penumbral gloom passing travellers still rest, the public hall (wantilan) on the

seaward side and the market and temples to the west-seaward. Unlike lJbud

however the puri gates are firmly closed to visitors and the centre of gravity of

activity has shifted to the new govemment quarter east of the market with its broad

well-paved streets, spectacular civic statuary attesting to historic Hindu heroism and

office buildings in the familiar national bureaucratic style thinly disguised with roof

forms and decoration betokening local tradition.

In the majority of these offices work moves to unhurried rhythms dictated by

pre-electronic administrative technology, over-staffing combined with under-pay,

general under-resourcing, forms and procedures inherited from the colonial era and

inadequate ventilation. The most striking exception is the office of Badan

Pertanahan Nasional (BPf$, the National Lands Body, where a constant stream of

people of all kinds, from peddlers to princes, priests to programmers, arrive to apply

for certificates (of land ownership) or to search through the lists of newly processed

certificates3o. The atmosphere has something of the frenzied anxiety I associate

with gold-rushes, department store annual sales and stockmarket floors in other

Those carrying out the process are automatically believed by most
people to have been PKI members. If this is correct many would have lost
their lives in 1965 - One who was killed was the Camat of the time who sras a
known PKr member and a former official of his office admits to having been
substantially in agreement with pxt policies.

There were, in iluty 1996 around 10OO applications for certificates
of land ownership or t.ransfer per month in Bali with the nurnber rising
steadily (Bali Post 23 -07.L997) -
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economies. Inside there is an unaccustomed air of efficiency tinged with an edge of

panic. Registration of land is visibly a matter of some concern to government and

the public alike.

The importance attached to land registration was further confirmed and a

certain sensitivity indicated by the initial suspicion with which my enquiries here

were greeted and the unaccustomed difficulty I had in gaining access to this office

which was ultimately achieved only by tacticaVtactful deployment of the full arsenal

of privileges conferred by my research permift. Once inside I was amazod to

discover an extant Landreform Section with some six officials employed full-time

sorting out the unresolved remnants of the process begun n 1962.In a stifling room

furnished with plain varnished wooden desks and chairs they receive an endless

parade of visitors, flily of them small farmers seeking legal clarification of the

status of their fields against the attempts of former landlords to reclaim them by new

forms of legal certification. Each case is pursued relentlessly, nrlings made and new

certificates issued.

One green-painted wall is devoted largely to a chart summarising, in black

felt-pen on modern whiteboard, theirprogress to date in the 7 l<ccanwtan of Gianyar.

In lIbud 585.975 ha. of irrigated land and 481.080 ha. of dry fields were the

reported holdings of the twentyone largest landowners, of which 259.591ha. and

343.4N ha. were subsequently classified as "excess" and by July 1996,203.884 ha.

and 220.886 ha. had been redistributed. In a glass-fronted cupboard in the corner

of the office is stored the accumulated archive of the past thirtyfive years; a

mouldering mountain of insect-ravaged and dust-coated books and folders tied with

string into oddly-assorted bundles.

3r- r,and t,ransactione, especially around major tourist centreg such as
Ubud now have a rrcommercial sensitivity" reaching far beyond local markets and
involve major corporate int,erests including foreigrn onee and the level of
privacy of information surrounding them has been increased by law during the
years I have been researching the subject (1993 -L996) .

I should add however that once access was officially approved the staff
of this office were courteous and heJ-pful in the extreme and I would repeats
here my gratitude to them. r Lrust that their surprise at, my. skill- at table-
tennis, itong with discussions of land-tenure practicee in New Zea1and,
provided some recompense for my repeated intrusions into their workpJ.ace.
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The process of landreform n Llbud is recorded in the original documents: a

couple of dozen foolscap-size books with attractive batik-pafferned hard covers. One

has been re-covered in a grey floral paper of the kind used to wrap presents or

school books. These books contain lists, carefully hand-written in blue ink on lined

pages signed and witnessed by the various parties present, recording the main stages

of the pnocess, from the re,porting of excess land, through to redistribution and

payment of compensation and fees. The figures which follow are gleaned from these

books, penrsed at one of the wooden tables over a series of mornings in 1996,

clarified and interpreted in the light of conversations with the staff of this office and

with other people involved or remembering the process.

Reporting of Landholdings

In the years 1963-4 in Kecamatan Ubud, of a population of some 31,000

(Dinas Pertanian 1974:17) only twentyone people re,ported landholdings in excess of

the allowable amounts of 7.5 ha. of irrigated land and t ha. of dryfield land. The

smallest of these holdings was 9.225 ha. the largest 254.890 ha. and the total

reported by this group was 1067.055 ha. The total agricultural land in Kecamatan

IJbud, was (in 1974) 3710 ha. (Dinas Pertanian 1974:34). In other words the

twentyone largest owners in Llbud reported owning the equivalent of 28% of the

available land, while the single largest owner reported holding the equivalent of

6.87o of the land32.

By way of comparison the holdings of typical small farmers in the area today

are less than half a hectare and many are less than a quarter-hectare. In the early

I ref er here to rrequival-entsrr because many of these large
landholdings in fact crossed the boundaries of administrative districts so it
is nigh on impossibLe to arrive at actual figures of land within each district
held by the large owners. Given however that holdings of l-arge ownerg in
adjacent districts ( as far as f can make out from the information availahl-e
and from anecdotal evidence) overlapped reciprocally to a similar extent,,
these percentages seem worth quoting aE an indication of the imbalance of
ownership within the district.
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1960s the process of subdivision of inheritances was less advanced so the average

hotdings may have been slighfly largef3. In the cases of four of the twentyone

landowners of whose former tenants there are complete lists, their combined

landholdings were 103.665 ha. which were farmed by 251 tenants, a rate of 0.413

ha./tenant. Another area of 25.81ha. in nearby Kecamatan Sukawati was worked

by 120 tenants, a rate of less than 0.22 ha./tenant. The average size of holdings

ultimately redistributed to date is 0.27 ha. The twentyone lirgest landowners thus

reported as much land as some two to four thousand of these small farmers while the

singte largest had as much as some five hundred to one thousand small farmers.

These twentyone great tandlords of Kecamatan Ubud werc, with one partial

excqfion, from Puri Ubud and its related puri n Peliatan, Petulu, Ivlas and Sayan

reflecting the continuation of the pattern of land ownership established in the late

nineteenth century3a. The pattern of land ownership in Kecamatan Sukawati and

Tegallalang similarly reflects the gains and losses of the wars of the late nineteenth

century which were frozen at the time of the Dutch takeover (see Figure 6.tZ).

The dominance of Puri Llbud in the original division of land and their

maintenance of economic dominance in the area is reflected in the fact that of the

1067.055 ha. reported by the twentyone owners, 636.24 ha. or nearly 60% was

reported by members of Puri Ubud while the remainder was shared by the four

relatd purt. The holdings of Puri Ubud were in turn dominated by that of the

largest single landowner, Ck. Raka Sukawati whose share, 254.89 ha. amounted to

over 40% of the total reported by Puri Llbud and nearly 24% of the total reported

33. For the whole of Gianyar in 1963 the average si.ze of agricultural
holdings was 0.56 ha. (Office of Statistice, quoted by Robin_son_1-992:497) but
this ieflects a balance between a few holdings of hundreds of ha. and
thousands of much smaller ones.

The exception is a high-caete retainer, possibly even descendant of
puri peliatan whoie family pres-umably received their land through inheritance
or in return for service tso the puri.
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as well as being equivalent to 6.8% of the total agricultural land in the districf5.
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Figure 7.1 l^arulreform Areas KocamatanlJbud 1963/4

This pattern tends to confirm the oral history referred to above to the effect

firstly that Ubud took the largest share of the qpoils of Negara and secondly, that

Ck. Raka obtained the subdivision of his father's inheritance as well as the

widespread local opinion that he was the largest landholder in the alea.

Such then was the pattern of land ownership ryorted to the landreform

officials n L96314. It is by any objective criterion a pattern of significant inequality.

It is however a conservative picture of the inequalities involved for three reasons.

Firstly, because it is a picture of ownership and thus does not take into account the

poorest section of the community who did not own land at all. The second r@son

35. Puri tlbud were in fact one the largest landholding groups in Bali
and Ck. Raka one of the largest individual landowners when compared tso figures
of the holdings of other former rulers (Robinson L992:499-500). Also
noteworthy in this liet is the direct correlation between the size of
landholdings of former rulers and the degree of their co-operation with the
Dutch at the t,ime of colonial takeover.
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is that within the qpectrum of land ownership it represents only the two extrcme

ends: the holders of excess land and their tenants. In addition to the large owners

reporting landholdings in excess of the timits (taruhl@lcbihari, there was a class of

smaller landlords (admitting to) owning less than the limit but in many cases owning

considerably more than that worked by the average farmer. Many of these were also

purt members and aristocratic retainers of the puri, artists, intellectuds and religious

functionaries who had been glven tands in recognition of their services to the purt.

Neither their names nor their lands appear in the archives of the Iandreform Section

but their existence is apparent in the lists kept by the local collectors of the taxes on

agricultural lands.

These officials, known as sedalwn, are the frontline troops where the land

administration and taxation systems meet the people. Their office and title are

descended from those of the court officials charged with the administration of the

landholdings of precolonial nrlers but were transformed during the colonial period

into ones of tax collection and continued thus by the Indonesian government.

Contemporary sedntwt are (comparatively) less well-paid and their work is more

demanding, driven by the preset targets of an increasingly acquisitive national

taxation system. They spend most of their time in the field and their homes are their

offices where they keep the handwritten books, many of them dating back to the

1950s, with the lists of all the farmers and fields in their district, ta,res owed and

paid and, in some cases, changes of ownership36.

These records show an overall pattern during the 1950s and 1960s of tpical

small holdings of the order of 15 to 40 are, the large but diqpersed holdings by puri

members, including the twentyone who re,ported excess land; and a minority of

holdings of intermediate size. These include, for example 3.39 ha. in Subak

36. G.M.Sumung was sedahan of an agricultural district near Ubud during
the 1960s and 1970s at a time when public service employment conferred a good
sa1ary and some statuE. He thought of his work in terms of friendship,_
assistance and advice to farmers wiih the coltection of taxes as secondary and
he is remembered with affection by older farmers throughout the area and
respect by his succesEorE. I record here my gratitude to two of these, the
sedanan oi Sulat< Wos UIu and Kajanan and of Subak Abian Kecarnatan llbud for the
giiJ.i"t resignation and good-liumoured generosity with which they received my
enquiries.
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Tebongkang, in the name of a prominent artist, 1.425 ha., 1 .49 ha. and 2.065 ha.

in Subak Umadesa in the names of princes of a sub-pzri atlodtunduh, and 1.365

ha. in Subak Juwukmanis in the name of a prince of Puri Peliatan3T. In other

words there were many more landlords whose lands, although not in excess of the

allowable limits were considerable greater than those of the majority.

The third reason why the figures above may be regarded as conservative is

because they refer only to land re,ported by the twenty one owners. There is

evidence to suggest that their actual holdings may in some cases have been greater:

in other words that landholdings were, as Mortimer reports (above) for the national

level, under-reported. At the bottom of the otherwise neatly ordered rows and

columns of the wall chart in the office of the I^andreform Section, a box was

appended in late July 1996 recording excess land "not reported" (tidak dilaporlan'1,

but since discovered by officials. A newspaper article at the same time quoted the

opinion of the head of BPN that not all owners of excess land had reported it and

that two specialist employees had been taken on specifically to deal with this problem

@ali Post 23.07.1997). Such land is confiscated and redistributed without payment

of compensation. As of August 1996 the area discovered, throughout Kabupaten

Gianyar was a further 129.975 ha. of irrigated ricefields.

The details of this "s@ret" land (tanah gelap) are not recorded in the normal

way and the head of the Section (and other officials) scrupulously avoided letting slip

any information about it but I have it on good authority that "most" of it was

recovered from Puri LIbud and indeed from Puri Kantor, the home of the late Ck.

Raka Sukawati, not only the largest landowner in the lcabupaten but the one with

which the I-andreform Section had "the most problems"3E. If even half of this land

Robinson points out that the number of these smaller tandlords was
relatively low, with only l-Lt of available land in holdings greater than 2 ha.
(L992t499\.

The source of this information will remain anonymous for obvious
reasonst but suffice it to say that (s)he is extremely well-posiEioned t'o know
and there is no reason to believe that (s)he is motivated by any personal axe
to grind- The fact that the archive contains a special book devoted t,o the
lands of Ck Raka and the office appears to have evolved a special sub-system
for dealing with his case offers some confirmaLion of this claim as doee the
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was from the former estate of Ck. Raka and if it indeed represents the total

unreported (which it probably does not) this amounts to a conservative estimate of

the rate of under-reporting of the order of 25%. This information is consistent with

the broad national pattern reported by Mortimer (above), with patterns obsenred in

programmes of land reform elsewhere (e.g. Fegan 1989a: L33-134,1989b:163) and

with the broad consensus of common knowledge around lJbud even within the puri.

We will return to the manner and consequences of this under-reporting but my point

for the moment is merely to emphasise that my estimate of the inequatity (and

inequantity) of land ownership is a conservative one.

Concessions to Iandowners

Utrecht's (1969) account stresses the extent to which the landreforn

legislation rqrresented a compromise between the popular demand for redistribution

expressed in socialist ideology and the interests of the landowning class expressed

in ideologies emphasising the traditional religious foundations of the status quo.

The law thus stipulated generous maximum holdings and made provision for certain

concessions to landowners according to the number of dependents their land

supported and prospective subdivision of land at the time of inheritance. It also

allowed, in accordance with local tradition, for certain lands (Iaba pura) to be

designated for the support of family and public temples. The statements of those

reporting excess land thus included lists of their dependants and the lands they

wished to designate as Inba pura.

Most, in accord with puri tradition had considerable numbers of dependents

including multiple wives with their children as well as elderly parents and families

of deceased siblings (ianda). Ck Raka claimed twentysix dependents including seven

wives but the most in Llbud was the head of another branch of the purt who claimed
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thirtyone dependents. It is unclear from the records how these claims were treated

but I understand that those established to be legitimate resulted in the transfer of

a maximal holding to the dependent household in question. So while the personal

holdings of the twentyone original owners were in most cases reduced to the

statutory limits or slightly over for those supporting large households (32.25 ha. of

irigated plus t ha. dry land being the maximum, awarded to a colcordn very well

connected in government circles), the wider families of thet purt may have retained

much larger amounts. The total land retained through this concession was 226.889

ha. of irrigated land and 82.5 ha. of dryfields amounting to almost 29% of the total

excess land reported.

Land long declared as laba pura was, like other categories of collectively

owned adat land, exempt from the provisions of landreform and some large owners

had, by various combinations of good luck and good design, in fact designated

substantial areas of such land which remained inviolable. There was, needless to

say, a rush to register Inba pura immediately before the landrefo,nn provisions took

effect but this was mosfly disallowed. The law made provision instead for further

designation of limited amounts of such land from the holdings of large owners. The

legal ownership of this land was transferred from private hands to that of the

government as trustee of its use for the adnt purpose for which it was designated,

namely support of specific temples. The record is once again incomplete and unclear

as to the amounts allowed in individual cases but for Kecamatan Ubud as a whole

the totals allowed were 99.495 ha. of irrigated land and 55.180 ha. of dryfields,

totalling a further nearly 15% of the total excess land reported. The combined effect

of these two concessions was therefore to reduce the amount of land available for

redistribution to less than 57 % of the total excess reported.
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Redistribution

The books in the archive list thousands of former tenants to whom the lands

they worked was redistributed and these form the basis of the pattern of landholding

in the area since. The sizes of plots range from tiny fractions of a hectare, barely

sufficient to support a single person to a hectare or more. The ownership of these

lands was in fact transferred from the previous owners to the government who held

them in trust for the new owners until such time as they paid the fees requircd under

the law at which point they were entitled to apply for a proper certificate of

ownership. These fees were levied at a rate to cover the cost of the compensation

paid to the previous owners as well as an administration fee. The rate of

compensation was based upon the annual productive value of the land and at the time

of landreform was paid at rates ranging from Rp.35,000/ha. to Rp.50'000/ha. I

have heard figures of both 6% and l0% for the administration fees.

Typical fees owed by new owners were in the range Rp.15,000 to Rp.30,000

- not in themselves much different to the current market value of the land (see Table

2.lO), had it been for sale, and probably well beyond the ability of poor farmers to

afford. The law allowed them ffieen years to make full payment by which time the

effective amounts would have been considerably less. Despite this allowance, by

July 1996 this process was complete for only 427.77 ha., less than 71% of theland

available for redistribution. The beneficiaries of this process totalled 1529 farmen

but of these only 1013 had obtained certificates giving irrevocable legal status to

their ownership.

Such is the story of thirtyfive years of lmdreform emerging from the official

record: full legal ownership by former tenants of some two thirds of TlTo of the land

available which is in turn 57 % of the excess land reported by the few largest

landlords, those owning from thirty to one thousand times as much land as a typical
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small farmer. In other words a little over a quarter of the largest landholdings

reported are now secure in new redistributed ownership.

As we have seen however the official record does not tell the full story. The

land reported by the large owners may be as little as75Vo of their true holdings and

they were not the only holders of land well in excess of the average. The passage

from Mortimer quoted above refers to the awareness of scholars (e.g. Utrecht 1969)

and londreform offtcials alike of widespread manipulations of the process in favour

of original landowners. The section to follow considers the limited and not very

public evidence available as to any such manipulations which may have occurred in

Ubud.

Abuses

While the main weakness of the process lay in the deficiency of the land

registration system, the agency actively exploiting this and other weaknesses was the

landlord class and their most effective sffategy was the disguising of the full extent

of landholdings by "illegal transfers to relatives and dummies" (Mortimer 1972:18).

Robinson's research confinns that Bali was no exception to this pattern and one of

his more graphic examples is from a village near Ubud in which the "aristocratic"

owners used a complex of false sales to disguise the extent of their holdings

(1992:52L). There are people who claim privately that this was precisely what

happened in ubud and the consensus of more public oral opinion supports this claim

while falling short of asserting it in specific terms.

This "thick anecdote" takes the form of stories or more often stray comments,

often by people with less than perfect understanding of the legal niceties of land

ownership, to the effect that a lot of land was "given" to the farmers working it

@enggarap) by thepzn, particularly during the period immediately before and after

Iandreform registration. At this point I would always ask whether this land was

ever claimed back later and if so whether this was the intention behind the "gift" in
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the first place. The replies to both these questions were sufficiently often in the

affirmative that I began to take them seriously and to make funher enquiries.

While the office of BPN in Gianyar has records of land registration and

transfers going back only to around 1965, the land tan records of t,he various

sednhut date back to the early years of the Repubtc and record changes of

ownership3e. From the 1950s through to the 1990s increasing amounts of land

sffied from the hands of large landowners (predominantly the pun), to smaller ones

and much of this transfer occurred during the peak lmdreform years 1960-1965.

For example in Subaks Kedewatan, Ilngsiakan, Malung, Mandi and Pacekan, an

area of some 400 ha. (Dinas Pertanian 1974:37) of ricefields on the western border

of the Ubud ate;., a Puri Ubud stronghold since Ck. Rai Batur began to expand his

influence in the 1880s, various pui membrs divested themselves of over 182 ha.

from the 1950s till the 1980s with the largest amount during the 1960S0.

The precise nature of the transactions involved are not usually apparent from

the records which appear to include transfers through sale, inheritance, gift and

presumably redistribution. Some of the transfers were within the purt, to reliatives,

but the majority were to local small farmers. Yet another set of records however

suggest that actual redistribution in this area did not begin to occur until the early

1970s. If this is so the earlier transfers were made for other reasons about which

we can make at best infonned speculationsar.

3e. Although the Dutch made eystematic atternpts t9 regieter land
ownership from the L92Oe onwards, I have not yet been able to locate any trace
of Dutch records in Indonesia nor have I heard of any in the colonial archives
in the Netherlands. f undergtand from accounts of former officials that they
destroyed as much as possible of their records before leaving BaIi, either in
L94L or L947 which would e:<plain the paucity of information. Ttre oLdest'
recorde in use now date bacf to thie tine, some of them in fact utilieing
stationery inherited from the Dutch.

l,Iy figrures for the areas involved are approximate becauge I recorded
only the hore sigrnificant, transfers and because of inconsistencies and
conlradictions in the records themeelves. Small additional areas were
disposed of by relatives in Puri Gianyar and Pe1iatan. Any error is probably
on the conservat,ive side.

4t . This is from the records held by BPN of registration of dryfiel-ds
ownership and transactions. This system haq b...1 Plased, in gradually
beginnin! (in Kecamatan Ubud) in Desa Kedewatan in mid 1958. Whether dry and
iriigatea fields were redistributed in tandem or sequentially is not clear.
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There is no reason to believe that Ubud was an exception to the recognised

national pattem of manipulation of the system by "dummy sales" and illegal transfers

to friends and relatives. The evidence of concealment of landholdings by Puri

Kantor suggests that they were not above manipulation of the system. The dominant

trend of local thick anecdote asserts, albeit in anonymous and non-qpecific form that

the puri did in fact use all these stratagems. The public statement by the head of

BPN referred to above adds official "thickness" to this anecdote although it mentions

only in passing that the majority of those required to report excess land were of puri

families (Bali Post 23.07.1997).

More specifically (but forobvious reasons also anonymously) I have been told

by a person with considerable inside knowledge of Puri Ubud of a case in which land

given by the previous generation of the puri to a priest of a temple for which the

puri are primarily responsible has been reclaimed by this generation and is now the

site of a lucrative restaurant. The priest in question resisted but when they

threatened to take him to court he backed down and continues to serve the puri ofi
of loyalty to his late master and the gods of the temple involved.

A further layer of anecdotal evidence occurs in newqpaper reports. In early

1996 a local newspaper ran a story in which it was claimed that Balinese puri werc

actively attempting to reclaim land previously granted, in some cases several

generations previously, to clients. The article cited a qpecific lawsuit between Puri

Llbud and an aggrieved "liandowner" in the prime tourist development area on the

Ayung gorge west of Ubud (Nusa 14.04.1996). My personal experience of stories

of this kind is limited to witnessing the parade of petitioners ariving at the

Iandreform office seeking assistance in their problems with fonner landlords

attempting to reclaim land and one more dfuect experience.

I was sitting on the verandah of a friend's house when a young man nrshed in,
visibly distressed and gasped 'A cokorda is coming at midday'. My host oxcusod
himgslf, changed his clothes and thoy hurried off together. The young man was from
a family with which my host's family had a close friendship going back soveral
gonorations. They lived in a village a few kilometres uphilVwest of Ubud overlooking
the Ayung gorgo. They were hereditary clients of the pui living on land given to them
long ago. Like much land in this area it was not especially good for agricultural
purposes but with tho development of tourism its strategic scenic location had increased
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its value spectaculady. They were in fact thinking of selling it and wore in the procoss

of seeking proper certification of their ownership.
The cokorda in question was of the younger genoration and renowned for

supporting his oxpensive habits by sslling land reclaimed from the unwary former

clients of his ancostors. My host assembled his worldly-wise and heavily-built brother

as well as a relative from another village who had dready logt a substantial anount of
family land to the same cokorda, and hurried to the sceno. T\e cokorda novor turned

up, warned I was told, by his "eyes' in the village. Tho family hastoned to completo

the certificationprocess and when he did arrive several weoks later, the land was legally

secure and he could only ask indignantly why they had not trusted him, their hereditary

lord, to look after their interests instead of turning to "outsiders."

This assemblage of evidence is presented not to blacken the name of the puri

but to illustrate the persistence of a fundamental axis of conflict in matters of land-

tenure in Ilbud against which landreform was directed. Obviously not all the

evidence referred to occurs directly in the context of landreform, but it serves to

illustrate the kinds of methods by which the intentions of landrefom could be and

undoubtedly were circumvented. There is therefore reason to believe that the flurry

of unspecified land transactions recorded in the tax books of the various sedalwn

during the first half of the 1960s may have included a substantial number of transfers

in name only by large landowners to hereditary clients from whom they later

rectaimed the land by various means including legal certification in the name of their

own relatives.

Landreform : conclusions

Lardreform sought, not altogether successfully, to redress inequities in land

ownership which were seen at a national political level as a maior obstacle to

political stability and economic development. While not the source of major

conflict in Ubud, the scale of the inequrty was considerable and the energy devoted

to strategies of circumvention by targe landowners is testimony to the value they

placed on retaining their landholdings.

It is important to remember that this took place in a political climate in which

economic development at the most basic level was a national priority and this was
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seen largely in terms of agricultural production of subsistence foodstuffs. Iand was

seen as part of the means of production rather than as a commodity or a capital

asset. Getting foodproduction back into the hands of producer/consumers was thus

both economically rational as well as politically prudent. So while the nineteenth-

century valuation of labour over land was now reversed through demographic change

which reversed their relative scarcity, the fundamental value of land as a productive

resource was little changed. What was not foreseen at this stage were two imminent

developments which would radically change the economic status of land and the

fortunes of those differentially placed in relation to it. But landrefoftn was part of

a political process which had first to run its course.

hrri and People since the 1960s

Although landreform proceeded slowly and partially, with large landowners

all over Bali displaying considerable resourcefulness to retain as much of possible

of theirestates, itdidhavetheeffectof furthersubdividingtheholdingsof thepuri

as well as significantly reducing the total areas held. This forced pzn members to

further diversify their economic endeavours sffiing the emphasis from extraction of

surplus from the local agricultural economy to investment and partnerships in wider

economic zones. While the newly redistributed lands gave many small farmers

control over the produce of their lands spiralling inflation negated much of their

gains.

The gradual reduction of the sphere of Puri Ubud's economic domain was

accompanied by progressive reductions of the administrative district of Ubud and

reduction of the formal role of the puri in this administration. Both the Dutch and

Indonesian governments reorganised administrative boundaries several times with the

subdistrict of Ubud shrinking on each occasion. Despite their loss of formal

authority members of Puri Ilbud usually occupied the position of district head until

1981 when Llbud became a lceluralnn with a head appointed from above.
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The early 1960s mark the point at which the former kingdom of Ubud was

reduced politically to the centre of an unimportant administrative suMistrict and

economically to a poor agricultural village. The relationship between the pui and

its former kingdom was all but broken by economic hardship and political unrest.

These strained the internal unity of the local community also, wffi two new baniar

forming along lines of sympathy/opposition to the Indonesian Communist Farty

(pKI). In both cases the new banjar were formed around qplinter groups who, if not

overtly communist themselves, objected to the anti-PKI position of the puri. ln

contrast to other purt, however they did not during this period withdraw from their

relationship of mutual obligation to the local community: indeed it was during this

period that Ck.Agung Sukawati began to involve himself in the restoration of temples

and organising of ceremonies not only in Ubud but all over Bali (Hilbery 1979:.54-

77).

Gestapu - G30Sa2

Ilbud was less affected than many places by the wave of "anti-communist"

violence which swept the country in the months following the attempted coup in

Jakarta in September 1965 and the subsequent downfall of President Sukarno. When

asked about this period most people in lJbud initially insist that there were no

communists in Ubud, that everyone followed the PM position of the puri and that

the problems all occurred elsewhere. If questioned further they may admit that a

Both names are acronlzms referring t,o the date 30 eptember (1955) on
which the attenrpted coup tobk place. In the weeks following_ there were

^assi'ne 
reprisafs against ttte pff and its,-sympathisers, real , imagined and

invented tfrroughout lndonesia, but especially in ilava and Bali. For accounts
of this periodsee Cribb (1990) and Robinson (L992, L9961 .
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few people were killed but that they were mostly troublemakers from outside

LIbuda3.

There is tnrth in these evasions but only partial truth. Although there were

active PKI cells in villages not far from Ubud most people in Ubud chose to follow,

at least publicly, the clear PM affiliation of the puri. PKI influence did however

manifest itself in Ubud at various levels and in various ways. Communists were

well-represented at most levels of Government during the early 1960s and both the

camlfi (of sub-district Llbud) and bupati (of district Gianyar) were PKI members as

were many lower-level officials. During this period PKI activists visited the village

regularly to hold rallies and processions. According to local accounts, they were

easily recognisable by the long trousers they wore which (in contrast to the

traditional sarong or lwmben) were at the time an indicator of advanced political

awareness. Some are also remembered for their cocky and swaggering demeanour,

boasting about the glorious future under PKI and disreqpectfrrl toward tradition.

A cause of particular outrage was their claim that the practices of adat/agama

were a waste of resources that would be better devoted to production: "there are no

gods, except the land and machines which produce food'. Current consensus is that

subsequent events were proof of the absurdity of such a claim. PKI activities in

Ilbud were essentially theatrical rather than educational, with willing or gullible

locals recnrited to take part in their rallies and processions which were if nothing

else good entertainment. Nobody (it is said) ever understood their real agenda: they

were simply told that if they supported PKI they would all be given land. Others,

especially people of education and influence were offercd inducements of various

kinds to become members, those who lived to tell me the tale being those who

refused.

Most people are reluctant to speak of this period, preferring to
forget it. altogether and in most caaes actually knowing lit,tle and
underslanding less of what happened. The widow of one of the alteged PKfrrleaders't in ubud, hereelf a womErn of some education and intelligence, insists
that until he was arreeted she had no idea of what her husband was involved
in and to this day does not really know what it was all about. Ttre accounts
of those who are prepared to talk are vague but follow a consiEtent pattern
(e.9. Hilbery L979:791 and I too judge it prudent, to follow this practice.
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There were however also other levels of pro-PKI sympathy in Ubud. There

were a small group in one neighbourhood who are generally regarded as having been

genuine PKI members. Another former civil servant who, as a veteran of the

independence stnrggle was not atlowed to join PKI44 but was encouraged by friends

to do so (he left me guessing as to the outcome) remains convinced of the rightness

of pKI policies eqpecially landrefom and claimed there were actually hundleds

(ratwan) of PKI supporters in Llbud especially among the poorer farmers. These

were recruited to the cause by Barisan Tani Indonesia @TI), one of several arms of

the pKI dedicated to specific groups, in this case the common interests of (poor)

farmers.

While the actual extent of all this activity is difficult to ascertain, it was

sufficient to cause significant polarisation of local politics. In one neighbourhood

the differences of opinion were such that a minority of PNI followers, consisting of

puri members and their closest followers, withdrew and formed a new baniar with

a meeting haLL (bale banjar) on land donated by the puri. This split remained and

the new banjar was subsequently accorded the status of a banjar dinas

(administrative neighbourhood). Another neighbourhood divided for similar reasons

when a group of farmers refused to deliver their harvest shares to the puri.

When the retribution came in late 1965 there were few people who could be

unambiguously identified as PKI. Estimates of the number of people killed in llbud

range from nine (Ililbery 1979:79) to around twenty. Of these there are only three

about whom there is any consensus of certainty (1979:79). The others appear to

have been more or less innocent hangers-on, like a known simpleton who had been

persuaded to play the part of a landlord in a PKI procession for reasons of artistic

effect rather than political conviction. Others were said to have been victims of

I presume this was either €ul automatic affiliation of Independence
veterans wiltr pwr or a meaEure to control tshe potitical influence of former
freedom fighters dissatisfied with the failure of post-independence government
io ii.r. rtf to ttte ideals of the revolution. For an account of thege men,

known as -grornbolan, and their activities see Robinson (L992:4L8-449) '
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vengeful slander on the part of persons taking advantage of the situation for a variety

of less than honourable personal reasons.

A village leader of the day assured me (and his severe demeanour and air of

moral rectitude inclined me not to question the matter) that there would have been

more killing in Ubud had he not exercised the strictest control over the situation,

insisting that no suspects were to be killed outright but were turned over to the police

to be dealt with by proper procedures. He also asked outsiders hunting for suspects

to leave the village. Eventually he was given lists of suqpects by the police and he

had the unenviable duty of inviting fellow villagers to his house, gling them food

and coffee and telling them they been had selected to report to the police station

knowing, as they did, what their fate would be. They were killed, some after

several days imprisonment, according to various accounts, at the graveyard in Petulu

(Ililbery 1979:79) or at lrbih, on the coast near Gianyar. Other accounts however

paint a slightly less orderly picture:

I was four years old at the time. Lots of people cnme to our house. I was not used to
people. I was frightened and hid behind the big water jar in the kitchen. They went
to the house north of ours. There was a young man from ... who was very outqroken
about politics. He was feeding the pigs when they came. They took him away and beat
him la the ricefields. Then they took him to l,ebih where he was shot with the
othersas.

The part played by the puri in these events is not clear. Although it was not

in their interests to see the PKI thrive or even survive and it is said that they

inherited the land of those killed, there is no evidence that they took advantage of

the situation. Some accounts suggest on the contrary that they, like the perbelcel,

actually played a part in minimising the killings. Others, the most plausible, claim

that they lay low in the puri untrT it was all over, or even that some of them hid at

This ie the only graphic account of these event,s I have ever
received. It is from a woman who is by her own admission quite ignorant of
political matters and at the age of four yeare could obviously not have known
the details she relat,es here. She remembers only her fear and hiding behind
the water jar. The other details are presunably a slmthesis of comment,aries
provided by her parents and subsequently by others including her husband who
knew the young man killed. It provides some sense of the confusion of the
time and the way in which subsequent memories have been fabricated and
slmthesised.
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the puri in Petulu. Whatever the case, the demise of the PKI and ideologies in any

way associated with them put an end to any populist threat to their landholdings and

to the credibility of alternative visions of moraVpolitical order. It also had the effect

of further discrediting political activity in general and more deeply cementing in

place a culture of apoliticism in Llbud.

The Politics of Apoliticism

...there were so many political parties here in Indonesia that I was not interested any
longer. Ck. Agung Sukawati quoted in Hilbery l979z4l

...Ubud people have had their fingers burnt by politics...
an Ubud nan in his 40s, 1996Y6

One of the most striking and consistent themes of my conversations with

people in Ubud was in fact a non-theme: of reluctance to talk about anything which

might possibly be construed as political. Such reluctance is to a degrce

understandable and indeed prudent in a country in which the consequences of

careless talk can be severe. In Ubud however this attitude has been transformed

from understandable reticence into a positive cultural value to an extent not found

elsewhere in Bali let alone other parts of Indonesia.

The only other place where an image of Balinese culture so purified of the

political may be found is in the writings of foreigners, colonial, academic and

popular about Bali. While this tradition lives on in the form of tourist advertising,

its divergence from empirical reality has been sufficiently documented (MacRae

1992, Pollman 1990, Robinson 1992, Schulte-Nordholt 1994, Vickers 1989) that it

is now widely understood in terms of its status as ideology rather than as description.

Consequently in contemporary scholarship about Bali the political receives consistent

Ttre phrase used was actually kapok terhadap politik which means
literally trcured of rr . or trlearnt their lessontr about politics . I wag
unfamiliar with the term and when I aeked for clarification it was erqllicated
with the example of a child's first e:qrerience with fire or hot water. we
were speaking in fndonesian but the same term is used in Balinese where its
referents are all to do with being put off something by bitter e:<perience.
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emphasis, albeit usually somewhat disguised in the form of matters ostensibly

cultural (and within the limits of discretion referred to above)47.

The long-standing dalliance between the Ubud elite and foreign artists and

intellectuals, which has in recent years broadened to include the broader Ubud public

and tourists, would suggest that these concurrences of attitude are more than

coincidence. Vickers (1989:113) refers to the influence of Ubud-based foreign

artists such as Bonnet in turning local attention to the "traditional" rather than the

contemporary and the cultural rather than the political. I seek here less to contest

this observation than to locate it in the context of the broader history of Ubud in the

twentieth century which we have been discussing.

In the immediate pre-colonial period Ck. Gede Sukawati brought Ubud into

the heart of South Balinese politics. Under the Dutch, the centre of gravity of

political power returned to Gianyar with the persistence of Ck.Sukawati's power

lying in his ongoing personal relationship with Dutch officials rather than any

structural position of Ubud in the colonial political order. After his death his son

and heir, Ck.Raka, who had been groomed for a position in the civil service,

retained a similar relationship but by the end of the 1920s had begun to divide his

political and cultural interests into different spatial configurations.

On the one hand he invited Walter Spies (from Germany via Jogiakarta) to

Ubud and organised the tour of Ubud/Peliatan musicians and dancers to Europe, in

both cases forging dircct cultural links between Ubud and Europe. On the other he

directed his own political ambitions beyond Ubud, Gianyar or even Bali, !o the

national stage in Jakarta. In 1931 he withdrew from political life in Ubud altogether,

attempting to leave this reqponsibility to his younger brother Agung who accepted

the leadership of the puri but not of the district and it was ultimately passed on to

a cousin at Puri Sayan (Hilbery 1979:15). Thus did Puri Llbud effectively abdicate

A number of foreigrn scholare and journalists showing unseemly
interest in matters political have been declined access to Indonesia. In
early L996 a prominent -American anthropologist was detained and questioned
over his presence at a meeting of an Islamic political group. A European
student of religious politics in BaIi who made the mistake of framing a
research proposal in inappropriate terms has been denied visas.
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from political leadership of the district but not so from culhrral leadership. Although

subsequent local leaders have often been from puri families the identification of the

first family of Ubud with formal political authority was broken.

Ck. Agung's interests were in the arts and in human relationships with a wide

variety of people rather than in political or @onomic advancement. Indeed it is

evident from his reminiscences ftIilbery 1979) that he saw himself essentially as a

victim rather than agent of the very political processes which his brother used to

such advantage. Ck. Agung appears, from his own words, to have been a man of

simple tastes who lived from day to day. In retroqpect however his career was

devoted consistently to three areas which have played a major part in shaping

contemporary Ubud culture.

Fintly he continued his brother's work in cultivating relationships with

foreigners, from resident artists such as Rudolf Bonnet to passing visitors. Secondly

he played an active role in qponsorship of temple reconstruction and ritual

performance not only in Ubud but elsewhere in Bali and as far away as Mt. Semeru

in East Java. Thirdly he kept the gates of the puri open to the people, of Ubud and

beyond, maintaining a relationship between puri and people unparalleled in Bali.

These strands combined and overlapped in such innovative projects as Pita Maha,

an artists society comprising foreigners and local artists and dedicated simultaneously

to conservation of traditions and orientation to world markets (Rhodius and Darling

1980:77, Hilbery 1979:16, Vickers: 1989: 1 13).

He was however persistently dogged by the politics to which he was so

indifferent, finding himself in such bewildering predicaments as hiding from the

Japanese he thought of as his friends (Ililbery 1979:27,31) and being humiliated,

tortured and imprisoned by his own brother Raka and his relative by marriage in

Puri Gianyar (1979:36-39). By the early 1950s, he was thoroughly disillusioned:

"...there were so many political parties I was not interested any longer. " From this

point on he devoted himself increasingly to the arts, religion and his foreign friends.

Although he was but one man and although some of his family did pursue

careers in local politics, his influence on lJbud (a)political culture should not be
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underestimated. Because of the close link which remained between puri andpeople,

a link founded upon both hereditary ties construed in ritual terrns and upon his

economic ability to maintain generous patronage of individuals as well as collective

ritual undertakings, Ck. Agung's priorities became the official puri pioities which

in turn became public priorities.

Hence during the turmoil of the 1950s and 1960s the purt provided a bastion

of apolitical traditionalism against the swirling tides of political umest. As the

climax approached in the early 1960s the staunchly pro-PM and pro-tradition

position of the purt discouraged the formation of a strong PKI foothold in Ubud.

After it was all over the PKI was gone but Ubud survived and the pun remained as

testimony to their accord with divine will. Since then, the decline of popular

political activity, the growth of tourism and the unprecedented coexistence of peace

and prosperity are understood in public thinking as more than coincidental. This

culture of apoliticism is apparent in the way in which both religion and the arts are

understood as opposed to the political.

The Art of the Apolitical

Among the conspicuously cosmopolitan chic of the opening of an exhibition

of paintings by a mixed group of middle-class Balinese and expatriate artists, an

expatriate non-artist turned to me and whispered "If I have to look at another

painting of ricefields or beautifrrl women or l<cfuarga balngia (happy families) I
think I'll vomit". This person subscribes to the view that the proper function of art

is to address the real political, social and economic issues and believes that

Indonesian art in general and Balinese art in particular conspicuously fail to do this.

This observation inspiled me, during my last few days in Ubud to revise my
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intention not to involve myself with the arts and to make a brief survey of the

contents of the three great galleries in Ubud8.

The oldest, Puri Lukisan is located in the centre of town, in qpacious gardens

between the main road and ricefields on land donated by a branch of the purt. It

consists of several pavilions housing the definitive collection of the works of the Pita

Maha group. It is the legacy of the collaboration of the Dutch expatriate artist

Rudolf Bonnet with the artists and aristocracy of LJbud, especially Ck. Agung

Sukawati. After some years of neglect its buildings have recenfly been restored and

new standards of curatorship and management established.

Museum Neka was established in 1982 by a local schoolteacher turned afi

dealer turned art collector and promoter. Its collection is broader, consisting

primarily of more r@ent paintings of Balinese themes by both local and foreign

artists as well as a general collection of contemporary Indonesian art. The Agung

Rai Museum of Art (ARI\,IA) was opened with national-level fanfare in 1996. It is

the opus trurgnum of one of the most successful schoolboy-entrepreneurs of the 1970s

(see Ch.2) and combines an art collection with teaching and performing facilities,

hotel and restaurant. Its collection is smaller but similar in breadth to that of

Nekas.

Each contains several hundred works and my brief survey tends to confirm

my friend's jaundiced assessment of the state of Balinese art. A cluster of 3 adjacent

paintings in the Neka Museum give some idea of the flavour and are by no means

atypical. Life in Baliby Ny.Lusug (1988) is a classically panoramic scene of idyllic

village life incorporating women weaving, fighting cocks in cages, market trade in

agricultural products, people fishing and collecting water in the river, a faidy grand

cremation complete with elaborate ritual paraphernalia, all against a background of

I record here my debt to this person while leaving him/her €ulonymous.

There are in fact other significant collections around Ubud, most
notably that of the Rudana Gallery in Peliatan, but theEe three are generally
acknowledged to be the main onee and their owners are a1l major players in the
political-econorqr of Ubud. The story of the wonderfully Balinese blend of
competition and co-operation between them remains to be told.
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farming activities. lhllagers by N. Thlus (1994) depicts a very similar range of

activities, minus the cremation. I.B.Taman's Bwtling l4llage (1979) is almost

identical in subject matter. The works by foreign artists are distinguishable only by

style rather than content.

The realities of economic survival appear only in the form of romanticised

images of traditional agricultural production and village markets. Poverty and social

inequality are obscurpd by images of communal labour and ritual solidarity. Political

conflict appears only in the mythologised form of episodes frcm the Hindu epics and

the practitioners and/or victims of violence are mostly supernatural beings.

The few images in these museums which bear any reliation to contemporary

reality are of an (apparently) light-hearted genre introduced during the colonial era

with temple carvings incorporating ovenveight Dutch policemen driving motor

vehicles or violating local maidens (Covamrbias 1994:186). The most celebrated

contemporary practitioner of this mode is W.Bendi whose paintings incorporate the

paraphernalia of tourism: tourists, cameras, cars, surfers, aeroplanes. The forms,

composition and overall effects however are almost identical to those of the village

scenes described above; only some of the ingredients are changed. Even tns Thc

War of Independence (1986) follows this same format but incorporates a few Dutch

soldiers and a surprising cosmopolitan array of photographers, including one of

brown skin but long nose and another who appears Indonesian. The effect is, like

the tourist scenes, of simply another busy day in the village with a few different

characters and activitiesso.

A partiat exception to this pattern is M.Budi's, President Sulnrto
and his wife visit BaTi (1987). At first gl-ance the form is essentially the
same but the effect is less harmonious, more Eubtly sinister. Ttre President
is standing, dressed in an iIl-tailored western suit of lurid pinkish hue, on
podium addressing an audience neitsher visible not implied in picture. Ttre
only local people visible are a couple of farmers trying to get on with the
business of supporting themselvee while a reporter tries to interview them.
Dancers and gamelan perform and the first lady, in traditional costune, is
amused by the frog dancers. Poker-faced dignitaries sit in a pavilion behind
president. Security gruards in ful-l conunando gear swarm everlnrhere. A
telecommunj.cations tower ie erected on top of a semi-Balinese looking
building. The background is mountain landscape.

this painting, the only one of which I an aware which addresses
contemporary political issues in a way which leaves room for critical
interpretation (which I am not going to do here), would appear to offer a
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Discussion of the arts of Bali is a productive enterprise almost as rich and

varied as the arts themselvessr. I am competent to add little to this discussion

beyond the observation that with a very few striking exceptions (notably Vickers

1989:143-6) it neither mentions any evidence of art containing overtly

political/economic/social commentary, nor does it comment (beyond Kam's 1993:57

note of the facQ upon this striking absence in a society subject to extraordinary

change and elements of considerable conflict.

Balinese artists with whom I have discussed the matter however recognise the

pattern and their explianations fall roughly into two main forms. One is that it is not

the business of art to meddle in the affairs of everyday life, but to create a world of

beauty and harmony apart from everyday prcblems: to induce people to feel and

behave more peacefully rather than fuelling conflict and ill-will. As one painter put

it the last thing he wanted to do with his anger and other negative emotions was to

immortalise them in the form of paintings eqpecially if they were good ones, in

which case he, as the artist would be reqponsible for their effects upon other people.

The other category of explanations are along the lines that Balinese art does in fact

address all the problems of the real world but metaphorically through representation

and interpretation of the conflicts of the gods and mythological heroes, especially

those contained in the great Hindu epics Ramayana and Mahabharata, which are held

to contain the solutions to all human problems.

One of the few exceptions to the academic tradition of ignoring this curious

aspect of Balinese art is Adrian Vickers who tends toward the latter of the two

Balinese explanations. In his discussion of some of the works of the great artists of

the 1930's he reads Irmpad's graphic depictions of homosexuality, Deblog's images

of violence between supernatural beings and indeed the popularity of the

Rangda/Barong conflict itself as metaphorical commentaries upon a "moral order...

point of departure for a student in search of such a hidden tradition in
modern Balinese Painting.

5l . There
Fox:L992) 1151
and 1990.

were, according to an authoritative
books and articles on the arta in gali
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undergoing rapid change" (1989:lM) and "...an era of instability ...in need of

exorcism on all levels" (1989:1a6).

Another, more prosaic explanation, alluded to by some painters themselves

and consistent with the predominant political climate of the nation is simply that they

are afraid to paint overtly controversial material. They repeat the Ubud orthodoxy

that they are not interested in politics and want to get on with their lives in peace.

I have not made parallel enquiries with regard to the performing arts but they

appear to be similarly restricted to classical forms, genres and content: endless

repetitions of the same dances in temple ceremonies and tourist performances. There

are two partial exceptions among the performing arts: topeng and wayang. The

former are masked dances in which elements of dynastic chronicles (babad) are

enacted and recited. Although they are usually performed in ritual contexts, the

stories are rich with political intrigue and conflict. It is not unknown for them to be

told in ways which comment obliquely upon contemporary affairs. The same is tnre,

to a greater degrce, of wayang htlit, in which puppeteer/narrators routinely

intersperse the epic sagas they relate with commentaries, usually comical, often

bawdy and sometimes disguised, upotr contemporary issues, including political ones

(Warren 1993:99-100)52.

Art and the State

Such is the state of the arts in Ubud, but what of the art of the state? Greg

Acciaioli (1985) argues that across Indonesia diverse cultures are being officially and

systematically reduced to and represented by their most aesthetically spectacular and

s2. Hildred Geertz in a recent, analysis of a series of paintings from
Bacuan, although not addressing mat,ters of political economy directly, appears
to suggest that they refer problems of the ordinary world back to the deeper
conflicts of niskala forces (L995:2). In a previous work she suggestg that
in cert.ain circumstarces ritual drama may in fact, be turned to political uses
(199Lb). This would appear to be a fruitful point of departure for further
research on the arts.
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politically innocuous art forms, in an attempt to de-emphasise diversity of local

belief-and-practice (odat). In Bali the centre of gravity of contemporary artistic

production which, at the beginning of the colonial period, shifted from the courts to

the villages (McPhee 1947:30) has shifted again, over the past thirty yea$, from the

villages to the state academies and consenratoria in Denpasar. The accompanying

professionalisation of the arts is tied to government employment and there has

developed a new class of official artists trained in forms which while aesthetically

more original than traditional ones are rationalised, standardised and rigorously

devoid of any political content.

The Festival of Balinese Arts provides a regular focus for an annual

intensification of a lively ongoing local debate as to the actual and appropriate

relationships between the arts and the state (Bali Post 5,10,t2,14,22 June 1994,9

June 1996) while a growing academic literature forrrs a further level of reflection

on the debate (de Boer 1996, Hough 1992, Picard 1996). Vickers (1989:132)

reminds us that this debate goes back to colonial times and it is the central argument

of C.Geertz's (1980a) study of precolonial politics that the performing arts are

essentially linked to politics as well as religion.

In Ubud the efflorescence of performing arts goups has been a much more

direct local undertaking, ilily of them organised and qponsored by the puri, others

by local communities and many financed by tourist performances. In 1996 within

(Kelurahan) ubud alone there were twelve groups regularly performing for tourists

as well as a number of others performing at local events only. Increasing numben

of young artists study and in some cases teach at the state academies in Denpasar and

although they are in a minority it is my impression that they are deferred to

increasingly at rehearsals.
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After 1965 - Ihe revival of tourism.

Despite the economic woes of Indonesia, the 1960s were a period of

economic growth throughout the developed world, one of the manifestations of which

was the spread of mass tourism into the Third World. Sukarno had recognised this

and before he was ousted, had taken the first steps to integrate Indonesia into this

new system of redistribution of global surplus. Bali was chosen, largely as a result

of the image developed in Ubud and exported all over the world during the 1930s,

as the central locale for this development. Although Llbud had been the original

source of the image, the zone selected in which to concentrate tourist facilities was

the coastal area south of Denpasar.

Although peripheral, people from Ubud did participate in this development,

which was funded largely by the World Bank and foreign investment . Considerable

numbers of people migrated to the coast to work on building projects, some of them

staying on as employees in hotels. Traders of batik sarong, carvings and paintings

took their wares to the tourists in the coastal resorts or to Padangbai where the cruise

ships berthed. A minority of tourists however came direct to Ubud and we are back

to where we began the story in Chapter 2.

The pzn response to tourism

While the puri lost their monopoly on tourism, they continued to develop

tourism interests. Puri Saren had been, on the advice of Rudolf Bonnet taking

paying guests in converted pavilions of its outer courtyard srne, 1947 Qlilbery

1979:40, Rau 1950:204-303). The Hotel Oeboed was also established around this

time by another branch of the puri.ln 1956 the Hotel Campuan was established by

Puri Saren on the site of rWalter Spies old house and Puri Klodan also opened the

Hotel Mutiara on their street frontage near the crossroads. Hotel Campuan was

revived in the late 1960s by an Australian journalist who leased it for $100 per
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week, employing local people as staff and ran it in combination with travel agencies

in Bali and Australia. By the 1980s most branches of the puri were utilising their

strategically located street frontages for hotels and restaurants. Although they tended

to be toward the upper end of the market they were no longer catering to the

exclusive clientele of the old tourism but competing with the new generation of

backyard tourism entrepreneurs.

During the late 1980s, as the standard of hotels and the price of land began

to rise and the banking sector became more flexible, the dynamics of development

began to shift toward investment-driven projects rather than subsistence-driven ones.

Although some of the new entrepreneurs were quicker off the mark in responding

to this shift, thepuri werc relatively well-placed in terms of influential contacts with

both capital and government and of their own substantial capital assets in the form

of land. In recent years they have financed substantial new tourism developments

directly through sales and leases of prime land as well as using their landholdings

as the basis of joint ventures with foreign capital.

Prn and local government

While the history of the twentieth century has been one of progressive shift

of political control from the purt b central government, they have not lost all

representation in local govemment. Throughout the Dutch era, seniorpzn members

occupied the position of punggawa of the district and, with one brief excqttion,

perbel<cl of the village. This tradition continued until Ubud became a kclurahan n

1981 and was administered directly by officials appointed by government. The first

Iurah, who remained in office until 1991, was a member of the puri. LKMD, which

began at this time was intended as a village re,presentative council and it too began

with a high level of puri representation especially at its upper levels.

It was at this time also that a member of Puri Ubud first became bupati of

Gianyar and the post has been held by Puri Ubud members ever since, despite an
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unwritten ideology that it should rotate among members of the seven lcecamatan it
represents. Regulating the development of Ubud and resolving the inherent

economic imbalance between lIbud and the rest of the kabupaten have been major

concerns for the kabupaten during this period and both bupati have sought to

maintain an appearance of even-handedness in this regard. Nevertheless, during this

period the puri has encountered few bureaucratic obstacles to its tourism

development projects and it is a rare organisation in Ubud which neglects to appoint

pui members to honorific positions as patrons and advisors Qtenaselnt).

Redefining Local Culture

A booklet (Monografi) prepared for the 1983 Iomba Desa provides some

insights into Ubud's (official) view of itself at this timd3. It was prepared by a

"team" representing the local community but consisting almost entirely of aristocracy

and dominated by the puri. Apart from the (inevitable and interminable) lists of

organisations, office holders and local statistics which reflect more the criteria of
civic excellence upon which the competition was based than actual local priorities,

the book records a version of IJbud history explicitly tinking local landscape with Rsi

Markandeya, the development of I{induism in Bali, the descent of Puri Ubud from

the original aristocratic settlers from the Majapahit empire in Java and the succession

of administrations and office holders down to the present purt (Jbnd 1983). The

essence of Ubud is thus defined not only in terms of its local characteristics but its

place in larger Balinese, Indonesian and Hindu frames of reference. The central

institution both within Ubud and articulating between these frames of reference is the

purt.

Lontba Desa is a national competition in which villages compete in
terms of several criteria of civic excellence defined by central goverrunent
in accordance with current development ideologry. It has now been overshadowed
(replaced?) by adipura which reflects a more contemporary urbanised vision of
the image Indonesian villages should aspire to.
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While their tourism and political strategies ensured them a degree of

prosperity and influence the purt have not been able to retain dominance in either

field. V/hat they also did, in striking contrast to the other puri n Bali54 was to re-

establish their role as guides and guardians of local tradition and ritual. Throughout

his career Ck.Agung Sukawati had involved himself in the restoration of temples and

their sacred relics (prertmQ as well as the patronage of the arts. Although his

primary responsibility was to certain of the temples of Ubud, he also became

involved in major temples such as Batur, Besakih and as far away as Gunung Semenr

in East Java (Ililbery 1979:47-55,58-6L,63-73). Upon his death un1979 this mantle

was taken up by his nephew, Ck.AS who has for some years been the elected head

(bendesa adnt) of the traditional (as distinct from administrative) villags (desa adnt).

Outside of Ubud, where the formal avenues of local government were not

open to them, especially in areas such as Bukit Gunung I-ebah which arc part of

other administrative districts, the puri simply reverted to the old standby of royal

patronage to reclaim their kingdom. Under the leadership of Ck.AS they embarked

on the program of sponsorship of adat/agama around Ubud, up the Wos valley and

further afield as described in Ch.5. This program was based upon restoration of

temples, organising of and contributing to ceremonies, renovation of dance and

music troupes and especially barong as well as researching and interpreting local

adnt/aganw. It has had the effect of reviving tocal cultural and ritual infrastructure,

practices and knowledge but within an overall framework of knowledge controlled

by the puri and providing ideological support for this control.

s4. I do not mean to suggest that other puri are not involved in ritual
but that no other has done -so on such a scale or so pubticly. C.Geertz
(1953:99-L2O) records the move of Puri Tabanan to cormerce in response to the
ioss of their traditional ro1e. The closed gates and high walls of Puri
Gianyar reflect its (lack of) relationship with both the local- community a1d
touriem. Members of this puri are, tike tshose of Karangasem, prominents in
politics, academia and prbfessions guch as medicine. Puri langLi has
beveloped modest tourism- interests as I believe has Puri Krambitan, near
Tahanan.
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Conclusion

hrrir Land and Ritual

Aspects of this progfimme of patronage have been discussed (in Ch.6) and

aspects of the wider role of the puri in Chapter 3 and we will return to both in

Chapter 9. In the meantime we are back more or less where we started but with an

understanding enhanced by an appreciation of other, less visible factors such as

ritual, history and Balinese ideas of space and economy. What has become evident

in this chapter is the way in which the unchallenged dominance of the area which the

purt enjoyed at the turn of the century has been eroded by successive encompassment

of Ubud into political and economic orders of ever wider scope each exposing it to

historical processes over which it has ever less control.

This history of progressive loss of control has been accompanied by a series

of ever more sophisticated adaptions to the changes in which the puri has managed

to utilise the resources at its disposal to retain what control it can. The greatest

challenge has been during the last generation when political power has shifted

sigfficantly into the hands of central government while the balance of control over

the local economy has shifted into the hands of people once their subjects. While

they have retained a degree of say in the formal political process by having members

appointed to key positions in local politics and a degree of economic stahrs through

their tourism interests, the two key resources over which the puri has retained

substantial control are land and ritual.

While their landholdings have diminished substantially and have been

contested by both the state and their own people the dramatic inflation of land values

over the past couple of decades have turned even these diminished holdings into a

formidable economic asset which they have learned to exploit with increasing

efficiency. The ritual resource is less straightforward and it is to the relationship

between this and the land resource that we will tum in Chapter 9. In the meantime

we will return to the relationship between ritual and economy in more general terms.
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CHAPTER 8

THE GODS OF COMMERCE

Adrian Vickers introduces a collection of articles on the problem of Being

Modem in BaIi with the observation that "Bali, particularly gali the tourist

destination, is famous as a place to find the traditional; yet most Balinese want to be

modern" and his book "is about the contestations" betw@n discourses of modernity

and of tradition in Bali (1996:1). He goes on to note that Indonesian notions of the

moderen,like the spelling and pronunciation of the word itself take forrrs "subtly

different" from those which western experience might assume or predict (1996:5-6).

In Llbud we have an example of a locally qpecific resolution of this contestation

which provides also an illustration of this subtle difference. The problem of "being

modern in lJbud' could be rephrased along the lines that 'Ubud, particularly lJbud

the tourist destination, has become modern by becoming morc traditional" or as a

local anthropologist @egung Santikarma: personal communication) puts it "In [Jbud

modernisation takes the form of traditionalism".

The questions which initially motivated this study all revolve a.r,ound this axis

of opposition but what Vickers describes as "contestations" at the level of discourse,

I have referred to variously as paradox, contradiction or symbiosis. More

importantly I have affempted to address them at multiple levels of ideas, discourse

and practice and in terms of dialogues between commonsense, social-science and

local understandings, synchronic and diachronic approaches and selala and niskaln

dimensions. The results of such methodological eclecticism are necessarily complex

and the foregoing chapters, in their various guises as studies of tourism, @onomy,

ritual, history or whatever are also alrproaches to these questions from a number of

angles. This chapter provides one more approach, final yet not definitive, building

upon the others yet in some ways more speculative.
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One of the few points of agreement between Weber, Mam and classical

Modernisation theory is the prediction of the inevitable disappearance of traditional

cultures in the face of encroaching capitalist development (C.Geertz 1963:143,

Smelser 197l 361, Taussig I98O:22). As we have seen however, in ubud

traditional culture would appear to have been less an obstacle to development than

its vehicle. There exists a considerable body of anthropological literature which

documents the capitalist transformation of peasant economies. A common theme in

this process of transition from one @onomic form to another is, not surprisingly,

a sense of conflict: between old and new ways of making a living and of thinking

about livelihood and wealth. The problem has been summarised in this way:

Capitalist forms of exchange prosent a dilemma for noncapitalist social formations. On
the one hand, market exchange offers access to a world of wealth and goods beyond the
community. On the other hand, money tends to transform all things into commodities.
Indeed capitalist ideologl ... fotishises money and endows it with lifeliko power and
fecundity that make it appear that money rather than labour producos wealth ....
Through its necromancy , not only are things that people make or grow turned into
goods, but oven nature or timo may become commodities that may be alienated from
the community and sold as proporty or labour power. (Greenborg 1995:7O)

In many such communities while their "...liabour and products are relentlessly

absorbed by the world market... (thelr)... culture resists such rationalisation"

(Taussig 1980:22). This sense of confl.ict, between economic change and cultural

values and undentandings, often gives rise to resistance in forms ranging from such

"everyday", "Brechtian", "Schweikian" ones as "...foot-dragging, dissimulation,

desertion, false compliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander, arson..." (Scott

1985:xvi) to violent rebellions and seemingly bizarre religious movementsr.

Ats the t,ime of the Industrial Revolution in Europe there was
widespread fear and moral repugur€rnce at the supposedly evil consequences of
the shift from agrarian vil-l-age economiee to an urban, industriatised and
monetarised one and a nurnber of quasi-religious movements opposed the process
and called for a return to a rom€rnticised rural village economy (Taussig
1980) . In a nurnber of South American corununities the monetarisation of local
economies was e><plicitly aesociated with the Devil and bizarre new religious
forms developed around this asgociation (Greenberg 1995, Nash L979, Taussig
1980. A corq)arative study of these processes concludes that the conununities
involved often rrrepresent money as a dark, satanic force tearing at the very
fabric of society" (Parry and Bloch 1989:6). The so-caIled "cargo cultsn of
Melanesia are among the more spectacular ideological interpretations of
relationships between traditionaL local economieg and world capitalism.
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Bali however seems (as usual) to be something of an exception: the process

has been taking place with extraordinary rapidity and to an extraordinary degree for

a quarter of a century with (at least until 1994) very little evidence of conflict let

alone resistance2. Is this merely a case of what Taussig (1980:22) refen to as

,'...historically induced amnesia and cultural stupefaction... " in the face of the

inevitable advance of world capitalism or is there something unique in the Balinese

situation?

Ihe village rituaUeconomic complex.

There is little evidence in contemporary Bali of cultural stupefaction (except

perhaps on the part of foreign observers) nor in the practice or ideology of

traditional village economic systems of any predisposition to capitalist relations of

production. Until the development of tourism, the vast majority of households in

this part of Bali supported themselves largely by subsistence agriculture (see Ch.2).

Collective ritual consumption and reciprocal non-monetary exchange between kin and

neighboun were the preferred uses for surpluses. Monetary exchange was limited

in scale and secondary to subsistence for all but a small minority of professional

traders. A small class of (mostly aristocratic) landlords owned enough land to live

off the rents and/or harvest shares from it. Wealth (lnna) was understood in this

economy in terms of the earth and its products in the forms of precious metals and

agricultural produce.

The massive bloodshed of 1955 was national rather than BaLineee in
scal-e and, although Robinson (1992/L9961 argues convincingl-y. for the economic
dimension of its origins, was eesentially a response to political events €rnd

poverty rather than economic change aa _such-
In 1993 -Lgg4 a eeries of proposed I'mega-proyek" including the largest

statue in the world and a tourist development surrounding one of the most
important sacred sites in the island sparked off unprecedqnted protesE at all
Ie-vels of Balinese society- This wiII, I suspect be remembered as a waterehed
in public avrareness of the real implications of large-scale development(eee
MacRae L994).
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The ideals of economic behaviour espoused within this economy arelwere

those of peasant communities the world over: a recurrent pattern referred to

variously as a "moral economy" (Scott 1977) or "good-faith @onomy" Bourdieu

(1994:169) in which individual self-interest was (or at least was supposed to be, or

should be seen to be) subordinated to collective well-being by such devices as

reciprocal non-monetary exchange, patron-client ties and "benevolent" liandlordism

(Scott 1985:197\'.

M. Hobart's study of a villiage not far from Ubud on the eve of its
transformation by tourism/handicrafts, illustrates just such an @onomy, consisting

materially of rice cultivation for local subsistence but socially of "... a maz,e of
forrns of redistribution... (which) arise ultimately frcm the differences in the

ownership of irigated riceland' to such an extent that "less than half the ward own

enough irrigated riceland to subsist on, but... most villagers work land and almost

(all?) live directly off its produce... " (1980:3 -4, my emphasis). In other words it is

precisely the existence of economic inequality and cultural ideas about how this

inequality should be dealt with which shape the specific forms of the economy.

In IJbud neither the ideology nor the practice of this economy have been

swept away by the massive development and domination of the monetarised sector

by enterprises of predominantly capitalist form. Kin and neighbours still exchange

goods and services on a basis of ongoing reciprocity and mutual assistance and

This description is, tike that of Covarrubiae (L9g4:70-87) obviously
of something of Ern ideal-ised model, invoking ideas of rrnatural economyrr.
While I recogaise the validity of criticisms of rrnatural economytr theories
(e.g. Roseberry L994:197-232') I use it reservedly and for limit,ed purposes
because of its empirical validity at two level-s. The first ie at the level
of gross comparison between ttre means by which most, people produced their
subsist,ence a generation ago and the way they do so now; a change which might
be more precisely e:<pressed in terms of a changing mode of production. The
second is its status as local ideologry ehared by many Balinese old enough to
remember the previous mode of production.

There is sufficient evidence both of residual eLemente of this mode of
production and more importantly the beliefs and values aseociated with it in
many contemporary Balinese villages to justify ics use here as a model to
contraEt with other, mostly newer aEpects of Balinese economy. I speak of it
here in the past tense referring to what might be ca1led a dominant mode of
production within vilJ-ages in the pre-capitalist era. In paragraphs to follow
I use it in the present tense to refer to att,enuated residues from this mode
of production of which the ideological component is the moat resilient.
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patronage of various kinds maintains relations between rich and poor in which debt

and dependency, gratitude and resentment, respect and contempt are blended in an

equilibrium at once dynamic and delicate (Ilobart 1980a, Scott 1985:169-183).

When asked about both these kinds of economic relationships most people of my

acquaintance refer to a generalised preference for giving without calculation to

whoever asks and a corresponding freedom to ask (nurws) for whatever they

requirea.

The idiom in which both kinds of relationship, the give and take between

(more or less) equals and patronage between those conspicuously unequal, are often

expressed is that of "remembering" (inga in the Indonesian in which I usually

discussed such matters, eling in Balinese). 'When I win or earn a lot of money I

first remember all the friends and retatives who have helped me when I didn't have

money" or "When Ketut asks me to help preparing for a ceremony at his house I

remember all the times he has helped me". I took this at first to refer simply to an

informal mental accounting of the give-and-take involved over the months and years

and was surprised and impressed to discover that it sometimes spanned generations.

Such inter-generational relationships of remembrance often come to light

during preparations for cremations, which are the largest and most expensive of life-

cycle ceremonies. People with little or no obvious connection with the family

involved appear with gifts of money, materials or labour. Invariably I would

discover that there was a "story of origin" of this particular relationship: "When his

father was dying our (also deceased) father visited him bringing special food for

That this is a generally preferred mode of economic relationship is
evidenced by the fact thit it is open even to foreigners. Many people related
with evident approval tales of rire foreign.residents remembered for their
generosity andir'-ittingrness to enter into ongoing relationships of.generalisel
ieciprocily. I waa fiequently asked about *V 

"*t 
economic relationship with

the housenbfa in which I tived and most people, once they got over tsheir
disbelief that it could be one of unaccounted reciprocity' erq)ressed approval,
the depth of which always took me by surprise..

itt India simiJ-arly, the economic practice of foreigners found most
distasteful is the verbai erqpression of thanks which is seen to imply, tike
a monegary pa)zment, not only the closure of the transaction in question but
of the eloiroiric retationshlp itself and releage from ongoing reciprocal
obligation (Sam Parker: personal communication) -
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sixty days". "Her grandmother went into labour while passing my grandfather's

house and he took her in and acted as midwife". "Back in the days of the Balinese

kingdoms Qaman l<crajaan), our ancestors were clients (parelw) of thein puri." ln
each case they add, like a govemment health warning: "They/we wouldn't dare

forget (tidak berani lupa)".

Implicit in this fear of forgetting is the certain knowledge that the deceased

parties to the origin story, now deified ancestors (or about to embark on the road to

deity via cremation) do not forget and would not be pleased to see their descendants

do so. The deified status of such ancestors affords them considerable powers to

influence the well-being of their descendants and the consequences of forgetting their

needs and instructions can be severe indeed @isemann 1990:272,Warren 1993:63)5.

The practices to which I affix labels such as "reciprocit5r" and "patronage" from the

vocabulary of economic anthropology are thus (from a Balinese point of view) the

manifestations at the level of socio/economic practice, of deeper and older

obligations to and between deified ancestors.

We saw in Chapter 4 how the tourist economy of ubud is understood locally

in terms of nislwla causation and indeed how a significant portion of this economy

is devoted to ritual works addressing the nislala dimension of economic activity.

We saw also how the primary ritual practice of offering/sacrifice is conceived in

terms which might be described as a kind of "commerce with the gods": a system

of exchange half-disguised by an ideology of gifts and gratitude. It seems that the

categories conventionally designated ritual and economics are, in Bali, not easily

The force of this ancestral obligation became, as suctr things often
do, clear to me when I became its object. When I retsurned for my second
period of fieldwork I L'as told that the family who are neigtrbours to the house
my family had rented previously wanted me to stay with them. I accepted
gratefully and although I was embarrassed by their vacating the best part of
the house for my use, their refusal to enter int,o any rental agreement did not
bother me as it, left me free to contribute to household income as the need
arose and my budget allowed. It was only later that I discovered that, their
deceased father (in-law) who had been my cloeest friend and teacher on rqz
previous trip had, before he died l-eft them with instructions to 'tlook after
craeme as long as he is in Bali" and that they had little choice in the
matter. I remain uncertain to whom I owe the greatest debt of gratitude: my
hosts who provided the hospitality or their father in whose narne they provided
ir.
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se,paxated (c/f M.Hobart 1980:5) and that we need some kind of conceptual device

for bridging the gap between Balinese and social science understandings of this

analytic domain.

In Chapter 5 I introduced the notion of nislwln landscape as a tool by which

we can understand the relationship in Balinese thought between the physical

tandscape and processes of nislwln causation. I wish to make explicit 
^

correqponding notion impticit in my previous discussion of ritual and economics:

that the domain of practice we designate "@onomy" is (in Balinese thought)

dependent upon and may be understood in terms of a nislala economy in which

transactions occur with and between invisible beings of various kinds. This concept

of nislata economy allows us to bridge the gap between the categories in which

Balinese and social science undentandings of these practices are constructed. With

this tool in hand we can return to the multiplex forms in which the relationship

betwecn ritual and economics presents itself to us in Bali. While in Chapter 4 I

argued that ritual is a kind of commerce with the gods, we turn now to the gods

qpecifically associated with commerce.

lMarkets and Trade.

In the common form of Balinese speech used between intimates and equals,

markets are referred to by the old indigenous term pelccn In the higher forms of

speech used toward superiors or between strangers the Arab loanwordpasar is used.

The latter term is also used in modern Indonesian, which developed frcm a pan-

archipelago language known as p6ar matny which was a lingw franca which

developed primarily to facilitate exchange between traders from different places and

subsequently became an instnrment of colonial domination and ultimately nationalist

resistance (Anderson 1990). It may be that this terminological distinction between

a local and imported term corresponds to an historical development of market trade

and/or to an hierarchy of spheres of exchange but it is clear that in contemporary
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Ubud it correqponds to a duality within both ideology and practice associated with

markets and monetarised exchange.

Within the village rituaUmoraUeconomic complex of natural wealth,

subsistence, reciprocity and patronage, monetary exchange holds a place of

secondary importance and less esteem. Village or neighbourhood markets (pelccn)

were (and in small, poor or remote communities still are) primarily morning

assemblies of housewives at which household surpluses are/were exchanged between

not-so-close friends and neighbours for other produce or small amounts of cash.

Certain larger villages (such as Ubud) become, on every third day, the venue for a

larger market (pasar) which rotates between three such centres (in this case Ubud,

Payangan and Tegallalang). These are also points of articulation between village

economies built upon the principles described above and wider spheres of economic

exchange in which other forces and values come into play.

To this kind of market come not only local people but a class of professional

traders (dagan{. Relationships between these dngang and local people are

configured less by the mutual obligations of the village economy than by the morality

of the market place in which the principle "let the buyer beware" figures

prominently. Accounts of peasant economies world-wide are replete with indigenous

celebrations of the contrast between "moral" or "good-faith" economies and "...the

tricks and frauds which iue common practice in the 'big markets'..." the domain of

that very ...incarnation of economic war...the shady dealer...who fears neither God

nor man..." @ourdieu 1994:169, see also Cedderoth 1995:158, Gerdin 1982:205).

Balinese, especially those who derive their income from the traditional sector,

tend to concur with this dichotomous judgement and from the point of view of the

village ritual/economic complex the dngang is the virtual antithesis of the values

upon which that complex is built. Amongst village people subsistence production

and reciprocal exchange are morally and spiritually decent occupations and trading,

especially of subsistence products such as rice, is less so. Some of the people of

most ambiguous reputation in Ubud are in fact dagang of the pre-tourism era. The

aristocracy on the other hand subscribe to an ideology according to which wealth
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should flow to them naturally and traditionally and "did not venture to contradict

their supposed possession of innate Power" by either manual labour or trade (Gerdin

1982:150, see alsq

T\e dagang is not however without a morality of his/her own nor are his/her

transactions devoid of a spiritual dimension.

Among my acquaintances in Ubud is an elderly merchant knoqm locally for his fiery

temper and uncompromising businoss practices. On most occasions when we happen

to meet he relates with pride his curriculum vitao and mission statemont, a litany the

main elements of which I too can now recite from memory: his ancestors' unrewarded

sorvice as gunnors (Ulang tembak) to the puri in the wars of the late nineteenth

century, his own beginnings in poverty, imprisonment and torture by fellow Balinese

during the independence struggle, apprenticeship to Chinese and Indian merchants in

Figure 8.1 Ubud markot
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Denpasar6, establishnent as an independent manufacturer and vendor of ready-made
shirts in the local market circuit. His philosophy of business is based upon commitment
to hard work, self-discipline and frog"lity, never asking for (and by implication never
giving) anything for nothing - the path of a warrior of commerce?.

Yet behind this rather inflexible code, reminiscent more of the Protestant

Work-ethic than the communal values of the village economy, lie more familiar

principles of nislala economics. He claims to believe in fair prices and fair profits

and that our behaviour towards others will be returned to us in due course (lwrma

pala). The fact that others remember his career and approach to business in

somewhat less complementary terms serves more to remind us of the gap between

ideology and practice than to cast doubt on the principles embodied in his claim.

In addition to this ethic of fair trade, his business is conducted, like virtually all

others with which I am familiar, to the accompaniment of ritual similar in fonn and

function to that of agrarian production: offerings to the various nislwla entities within

whose spheres of jurisdiction the business involved is conducted8. These offerings

are made at a level in accordance both with what the business can afford and the

future hopes of its proprietor: they are at once thanks for past favours and requests

for ongoing co-operation.

As in much of Southeast Asia Ehe largest hgang have historically
been of Chinese (or Indian or Arab) descent. C.Geert,z (1980a:38) goes so far
as to suggest that in pre-colonial times "the overwhelming bulk of significant
trade was in the hands of non-Balinese... (and that) ...a developed indigenous
bazaar class...never appearedrr. Contemporary nat.ive dagang of especially
uncompromising business practice are often compared to Chinese. It is a
matter of some pride to ttbud people that the only Chineae to ever attempt, to
settle in (central) Ubud have been excl-uded by mysterious circumstances. I
record these observations not in the spirit of fuelling ethnic prejudice but
because of the role of chinese elements in the niskala economy.

In all our months of friendly acquaintance he has never given me so
much as a discount and I trave never seen him so dumbfounded as when sry aon
gave him a chocolate bar for his birthday.

r know of only one exception to this rule in Ubud: a man very
successful in business who defies convention by making his own inE,eryretation
of BaLinese religion which stresses inner meaning over external form and is
critical of ritual excess on the grounds that it creates and maintains
patterns of poverty and social inequality. In his own business he claims to
have no need for formal ritual buts allows his family and employees to perform
it at a modest IeveI.
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This is the official, visible dimension of economic transactions with the

nislata. Transactions with the nistala can also be conducted via a "left hand" path

(pangiwaan), consisting of ritual knowledge and technologies which invert the forms

and subvert the functions of the orthodox ones. Known generically also by terms

such as esoteric knowledge (ilmu gaib), witchcraft (l@leyalan) or the borrowed

'black magic", it is controlled largely by specialists but elements of it are more

widely known. I follow here the local practice of prudent refrain fnrm unnecessary

mention of the subject beyond noting that its more common everyday applications

are on the battlefields of love and commerce where it is used to secure the

compliance of partners and advantage over rivals (Linda Connor, personal

communication; Hobart et al 1996:175; I.ong and Wall 1993:l)e.

Rambut Sedana and Dewi Melanting

The Gods of Commerce

On top of even the humblest pile of goods for sale in any market is a tiny

tray of flowers and burning incense: an offering to ensure the success of the day's

transactions. If one asks the name of the deity to whom these offerings arc made,

the answer is most tikely to be Rambut Sedana. Rambut is a pan-Indonesian term

for "hair", Sedana a Balinese one meaning "wealth" (lnna [l). When I asked

people the meaning of the combined couplet the initial answer was usually simply

lnrta, but on further questioning this turned out to mean a vaguely deified form of

earthly wealth. For those more versed in the orthodoxies of official Hindu doctrine,

this means the one supreme god manifest in the form of wealth. More abstractly and

poetically, a well-fed merchant of priestly lineage once assured me that the name

refers to the "beauty of money" (l@indnlwt wng). Understandings of the function

Hildred Geertz arg.ues that this metaphor of the battlefield can be
extended to Balinese religious practice more generally and that the -pracEicesof the left hand are a diiect wiy of addreesing the game reality addreseed by
formal ritual (L994:.2) .
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of this deity ranged from the individual trader's concern to simply assure the success

of the days transactions, to a more general theory that the money flowing through

a market is finite and that it is Rambut Sedana who presides over the distribution of
this moneylo.

Associated with most markets and even at the sites of long-defunct ones is a

pura mel.anting, a temple looking much the same as any other but the main shrine

of which is reserved for the visits of a deity known arguably as Rambut Sedana but

also as Ida Ayu Melanting, Ida Ayu Swabawa/Surya Bawa or Ida Ayu Manik

Masmaketel. The prefix Ida Ayu indicates a female of high birth. Swabawa refers

to a glowing facial complexion, Surya Bawa means "with complexion like the

sun/the god Surya". Manik Masmaketel means "the source of wealth which

falls/drips from above".

According to one version of the story of Dang Hyang Nirartha (see Ch.6),

Ida Ayu Melanting and Ida Ayu Swabawa were the two daughters, by different

mothers, of this great holy man. Ida Ayu Melanting, as the result of an

understandable, but nevertheless reprehensible (mis)adventurc with a handsome

young man who turned out to be none other than the god of Gunung Agung, was

deprived of certain human privileges but was granted in exchange a package of

divine rights and obligations. Because of his dominion over all the natural resources

of Bali, the god granted to her jurisdiction over that portion which passes through

the pasar (i.e. the market process): in other words the right to receive and enjoy the

offerings made by merchants but the corresponding obligation to help such merchants

so that their trade would flourish and their profits accrue. (Widnyana 198a:56-59).

According to another story (Renik n.d), Dewi Melanting is the daughter of

Dewi Sri, the deity embodied in rice, worshipped as the goddess of fertility in the

fields and, in the form of her daughter as the goddess of proqperity when agricultural

The significance of the rantbut component remains obscure to me as
it does to most, people I asked about ic. Among the speculatione were the idea
that one6 wealth ehould be(come) as abundant as "the hairs on oneE headrr,
reference to early Dut,ch coins bearing che image of a long-haired man, and
that, it refers Eo pretitna (material vehicles of the gods) in the form of
figures with clothing/hair conatructed of Chinese coins (kepengl.
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products are bought and sold. This notion of transformation through market

exchange is embodied also in the name Sri Sedana. This concqrt, philosophically

explained as a couplet conjoining Sri, the deification of the material sources of life,

with Sedana, deified money, the medium of exchange of such materials, may also

be seen in material form as purs of pretima (sacred images) representing Dewi Sri

and her male consort Rambut Sedana (Kam 1993:85).

In the first of these stories the market process is secondary to the actual

source (the tand) of real wealth (its products), only a portion of which is converted

into the secondary form of money. In the second money is a vehicle of exchange,

conversion, or transformation of wealth rather than the essence or source of wealth

itself. Pura melanrtng are thus dedicated neither to the market itself nor to the

commerce which takes place within it but to a more generalised conception of the

"market process" and the flow ofprosperity generated by the process ofexchange

itself.

In terms of ordinary economics the market is the place where the exchanges

of the village economy are linked into wider systems of exchange. The pura

melnnting is a device articulating between this level of economic exchange and a

nist<nln one in which the primary, natural wealth of the village economy is

transformed, through the mystery of the marketplace, into a different kind of (trans-

local) wealth expressed in the (trans-local) medium of money. The mode of this

articulation is itself both ritual and economic: offerings to Dewi Melanting, the deity

presiding over the mystery, made in the selaln form of fruit and flowers, are

received n nistwln form and her blessings return to the selaln in the form of a flow

of wealth. Those who make offerings in these pura include not only merchants but

all whose prosperity is dependent upon monetary exchange. Needless to say there

are few in Ubud today who neglect to bring offerings to the odnlnn of the Pura

Melanting.
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Figure 8.2 The remains of Pura Melanting, Pasar Niskala Negara 1996

Should this notion of pura melanting straddling nisl<aln and sel<aln economies

seem too fanciful, I would refer to the phenomenon of pura mekiltang without

accompanying markets. Apart from the original Pura @alem) Melanting, associated

with Pura Pulaki on the north coast, far from any market let alone centre of trade,

which commemorates the site of Dewi Melanting's deification, I am awarre of several

other marketless puramelnnting nthe area around lJbud. When I asked about them

I was told either that the pura markeA the former site of a defunct market or of a

pasar nislwla. I suspect that the two explanations are different ways of saying the

same thing: they are all sites of former markets but also of nislcnl^a markets which

continue long after thet sel<aln counterparts are gone. That pura mel,anting continue

to function as long as their nislaln markets rather than selaln markets do would

seem to confirm a fundamental priority of the nislcaln over the selealn dimension of
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tr. I have heard it suggested that Pura Dalem Melanting ie r_elated to the
trade which passed through I great port 

. 
(pelabuan) which once functioned on

tfre coast near pulaki bui this- seernJ unlikely as the temple is some distance
inland rather than at the coast.

I have yet to receive a satisfying explanation of what goes on in pasar
niskala excepl that. it is some tcindbf Lommerce between the god6 themselves.
I have heard the same suggested of Pura Pasar Agung (literally_rrthe temple of
ine great market"), whic[-forms part of the Besakih compLex. Attlough it also
includes a pura MeiJting, ite piimary associat,ion would apPear (from Suarja$
Lg92l to be not \trith connrerce ls such, but with some kind of assembJ-y of all
the gods connected with Mount Agung- Further research is planned on these
matters. On specific pura uetaniing remote from markets gee also Boon
(L997:101), Reuter (L996:37) .
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trade. While there is no sekaln trade without its nislwla component , nislaln tnde

goes on regardlessrl.

The BeautY of MoneY.

while monetary exchange is viewed within the village moral economy with

some of the suspicion expressed more explicitly in other precapitalist economies,

another view of money emerges in the rcalm of Rambut Sedana and hrra Melanting.

Here money is not opposed to the natural wealth of the earth but is instead the means

by which and/or the form into which this wealth is transfonned by market exchange.

While people with whom I have discussed money tend to refer to it, depending upon

the context, either in moral economic terms as a source of the loss of primordial

communal values, or in entrepreneurial ones as neutral, a mere means of exchange

and vehicle of weatth there is some evidence of it having a more elevated status.

M.Hobart argues that money is, along with uncooked rice, ranked highest in

an hierarchy of economic resources. While the ranking of rice is @resumably)

because of its vital role in material subsistence and the expression of this in its ritual

uses, that of money seems to be based upon its transformative prcperties which are

inherently ambiguous. On the one hand, when flowing from a person of higher to

lower status as a payment for service it "purifies" the grosser economic entities for
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which it is exchanged. On the other it is an acceptable forrn of currency in

exchanges in the opposite direction, for the services of priests (1989:5a-55).

I have argued previously (Ch.4) that offerings may be understood as a form

of generalised reciprocity between humans and nislaln beings of various species.

The contents of these offerings are, esp@ially at the household level, primarity

symbolic portions of the natural produce of the earth. The ideology involved is one

of sacrifice of material resources in which money is nowadays often substituted for

materials and labour. In some offerings however, eqpecially at higher and more

elaborate levels, part of the actual form involves money itself. For example the

beautiful little conical packages which are often substituted for flowers in the

elementary form of personal temple worship as well as in other forms contain, along

with the obligatory floral components, a single, perforated, circular, copper coin.

These coins, known in Bali as pi(pi)s bolong and generically throughout the

archipelago as lcepeng, are of Chinese form and in many cases manufacture. They

appear to have been the pledominant currency both of the Majapahit empire of East

Java from which significant elements of modern Balinese culture are derived and

of precolonial Bali, where they were imported in bulk through the nineteenth century

(G.Agung l99l:4, van Aelst 1995). As Dutch currency became progressively more

important during the colonial period (see Ch.7), the use of kcpeng became

increasingly restricted to local qpheres of non-market exchange. By the time of the

tourist era their currency had declined to the point where their most profitable use

was as decorative buttons on tourist clothing. Nowadays they are not used for

ordinary transactions at all but are kept for ritual pulposes and are indeed collected

and sold in the markets and replicas in cheap metals are manufactured for this

pulpose.

Certain more elaborate ceremonies involve the offering of large strings of
I<cpeng. In some cases these are buried beneath the ground of temples and in the

case of cremation they and other forms of wealth are burnt along with the body.

There are also pretimn (sacred images into which deities periodically descend) the

material forms of which are constructed of or clad n lccpeng. While these are often
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generically and loosely referred to as Rambut Sedana in the sense of the literal

meaning 'hair of money" they actually take L number of forms, some

anthropomorphic and some not. Some are clearly vessels for Rambut Sedana (Kam

1993:85,112), others are not. There is for exantple, in one of the temples of Ilbud

a ,'money tren" Qtohon pis) which I have heard described both as an invisible tree

which occasionally bursts into blossoms of money and as a pretima in the form of

a tree constructed of lccPeng.

Figure 8.3 KePeng (Full size)

The monetarisation of the sdala economy of Ubud is described in Chapter

2. In terms of its nislala dimensions money is, like many other things, the subject

of ambiguous understandings. On the one hand there is, at the level of village moral

economy a widespread positive evaluation of the moral quality of generalised non-

monetary reciprocity over monetary exchange. On the other there is a complex of

practices which link money deeply into a ritual context and associated ideas which

imbue it with magical and beneficial attributes not unlike those of the gods

themselves. There is however, yet another name by which the deity of pura
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mel.anting is known, and which provides us with yet another image of the ritud

dynamics of wealth.

Manik l\{asmaketel.

Ida Ayu Manik Masmaketel is again the female form of a deity whose name

means literally "the source/womb of gold/wealth which drips/falls (from above)".

Although there is at least one temple (in a village near Ubud) named after her, she

is sometimes named as the deity of pura melanting. The prefix manik occurs

frequently in the names of other temples or shrinesr2. Mas-mal<etel me.ans the gotd

(or wealth) which drips (falls, flows) from above.

The image implied is of wealth which flows from a higher nislcala source,

much (it seems to me) as irrigation water and the blessings of the gods flow down

from the mountains and holy water, a "flow of fife" providing a model which holy

water, semen and other vital fluids under human control should imitate (Schulte-

Nordholt l99lb:157). It seems also a not in-apt metaphor for the way in which

foreign wealth has descended from the air into Bali. Although this image of the

origins of wealth appears, on the face of it, somewhat different from that of

transformation of natural wealth, they have in common a notion of (super)natural

origin rather than production through human labour.

Manik mas (source of gold: the deity of wealth in the form of
precious metals), manik galih (source of [polished] rice: and intermediate
stage in the transformation of growing rice E,o money), manik t,oya (source of
[holy] wat.er) , manik blabur (source of rain), manik meleJ.e, manik senjata
(source of weapons), manik malegadan (source of pleasure?) (the last four in
Lansing 199L:1-50) .
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Produc{ion and Labour.

Notwithstanding romantic re,presentations of the happy Balinese absorbed in

art, dance or prayer sustained by the fruits of a bounteous nature (e.g. Roosevelt

1985), production of the neressities of subsistence involved is, according to those old

enough to remember, a constant round of manual labour with no guarultee of

successr3. It is true however, at least in my experience around Ubud, that Balinese

tend to see labour as a necessary component of human subsistence rather than as an

activity valued in itself or as a means toward the acquisition of wealth. Likewise

they see no cause for shame

immigrant Javanese labour on

lower wagesla.

Neither traditional culture nor the contemporary economic environment

provide much evidence to contradict such views: in general those who do the

hardest work tend to be poor rather than rich, while the wealthier a person the less

evident are any signs of industry. This accords with the traditional hierarchy of

socio/ritual status, in which manual labour is deemed an unfitting occupation for

members of the higher orders (Gerdin L982:L50,204, Vickers 1989:148). There is

furthermore a widespread belief that excessive work can (like excess of anything)

ttris perception was e:<pressed in no uncertain terms by a young
restaurateur in-Kuticomparing he-r own tife with thaE of her parente in the
fiLm Done BaIi (Negara 1993).

'0. Balinese concur also and even take a miJ'dly self-mocking pride- il
jokes 

-(Saii 
= batnyakl + Titburl) which refer to the constant round of

!"i"*""i"L ob1igati6ns which aie giounds for time off regrular_jobs. These are
generally accepEed by Balinese employers but are a source of
ionsiderable frust,ration t,o non-Balinese ones.

There are iro partial exceptions to this rule. of percepti_on- One is a
minority of successtill business people of somewhat internationalieed middl-e-
class oitlook who, like the welL-to--do in the Malay village.studied by Scott
ifgAS:186-20a), utilise the contrast between their ov'n industry and.the
idleness of their foor.r neighbours to juetify glaring.economic- inequalities'
The other is (frbm my own- obeervatione) Balinese in Lombok, where they
constitute a relatively affluent part of the population, tend to reverse the
formula, contrast,ing their own diligence. and industry with wttat they see as
the lack of these quifities anong thE inaigenous Sasak population, once again
in e:<planat,ion of relative proEperity-

in the well-known preference of employers for

the grounds that they work harder and longer for
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lead to stress and ultimately sickness at the personal level and deterioration of
relationships at the (related) social level (Wikan 1990:181).

Such views contrast not only with the "Protestant Work Ethic" but also that

of many other peasant communities in which u The self-respecting man should

always be busy doing something... (and where)...the ancient economy knows only

the opposition between the idler who fails in his social duty and the worker who

performs his socially defined proper function.." @ourdieu 1994:173).

Ingela Gerdin, in one of the few works on Bali to consider such mundane

matters (1982:2ll-215), iugues that, in the perceptions of productive processes held

by Balinese in Lombok, the role of labour is systematically "overshadowed",

"ignored" or even "concealed" in favour of those of land, prcperty and capital which

consequently appear to produce wealth by themselves. Although she notes that the

term for work (larya/gae) refers also to ritual as well as material works, she

neglects to develop the implicit relationship between the domains of material and

symbolic production and her analysis, confined to the material, is unable to proceed

beyond the observation that "Human labour and social action appears objectified in

money" (1982:212).

In terms of nisl<ala economy the relationship is unmistakeable: labour in the

material sense is indeed downplayed but the real engine of production is seen to be

n nislaln processes, primarily of natural growth and secondarily of transformation

through anislal.a dimension of market exchange. Seen from this point of view (and

this is consistent with many conversations I have had amid the paraphernalia of ritual

labour), the real larya is that involved in production of ritualrs. It is a

commonplace of Balinese (Covarnrbias 1994:70) and perhaps Southeast Asian

(I-ansing l99l:5-7) theories of agricultural production that the material dimension

15. Gerdin also makes ttre very interesting point that this ideology was
temporarily reversed by decree as it were during the land reform progranune of
the early 1950s, when latrour was er<plicitly extolled as rrthe source of weal-th
and land aE a mere instrumentrr (L982:213). In fact it was not so much this
reversal but the godless materialism implicit in this and other innovations
sponsored by the communist party which many people around tJbud recall as the
source of their lack of ent,husiagm for them-
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of the task cannot be analytically divorced from, let alone physically accomplished

without the ritual dimension. This way of thinking becomes even more apparent in

the business of tourism, where income is less directly correlated to input of labour.

Pasar and Puri.

The larger villages at which rotating markets convene are usually (but not

always) those at which precolonial rulers established their puri. Indeed a market and

its associated waringan tree are often regarded as essential elements of the spatial

organisation by which such a ruler established a suitable "centr€" to his r€,alm

(Schulte-Nordholt 1991b: l4l-5,Fig5.20). Culturally, this spatial organisation served

the ideologicat purpose of identifying the nrler with the busyness (ramc-rarne) and

prosperity of the market, but it was a means also to the more pragmatic end of

facilitating his supervision and taxation of the trade therein.

Figure 8.4 Market in front of puri Early C20.
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While I have identified the roots of the market in the world of the village

economy, it is clear also from the very earliest epigraphic evidence that regulation

of trade as well as ritual have, from the beginning, figured prominently in the

practices of kingship in BaIi (Ilobart et al 1996:20-25, Reuter 1996:8, Swellengrebel

1984:19). The trade which nrlers sought to control was not that of the villags

economy but precisely the exchange between larger economic zones which occurred

in markets and with which pura melanting are associated at a nislala level.

Accounts (especially Dutch ones) of nineteenth-century Balinese rulers and their

kingdoms include detailed lists of rcvenues of which the most lucrative are clearly

those levied upon trade of various kinds (Schwartz 1906: 177-178).

As well as trade within their domains, these rulers sought to control the

import and export trade with neighbouring kingdoms and more importantly with

larger spheres of exchange beyond their borders. Such trade took place through

ports-of-trade mostly located at the few navigable harbours on the coast. The ports-

of-trade in Buleleng and Badung are relatively well documented (Geertz 1980b,

Hanna 1976:95, Helms 1882), as are those of precolonial Southeast Asia generally

and I describe the lesser-known ones of Gianyar in Chapter 6. What is significant

here is that these ports were presided over by officials known as subandar who were

not court functionaries but independent specialists contracted to handle the transition

of goods and money acnoss the borders of kingdom and island.

Material trade in precolonial Bali was thus associated with political rule and

was regulated by rulers at several levels of qpatial and cultural zoning. Irt us

consider now to the correspondences in the nislaln economy.
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